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andidates return to canipaign drawing board 
neral Assembly, elections committee declare results null and void 
By Donya Matheny 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
a, DO"- 1hc. new Ho,".ard University 
As\ocia11on prcs,dem and vice 
· should be pl,uining 10 implcmem 
pt'lllise, made on their platform. But 
ofodcci<,ion made by the General 
ly_in nn emergency meeting. none 
~vious dect,on re,uhs arc valid and 
;Jli.!ida1e, mu,1 go through the cmirc 
< proce" - agam. 
£raduate ,1udcn1s were prohibited 
1(1(ing for the s1udcn1 councils in the 
elections bccau,e 1he Elect io n, 
nc,: was not aware I he grndua1e 
, \\ere allowed to vote for those 
. ln addition. polls in off-campus 
,. ,uch as the Schools of Law and 
:ine. opened 1wo hour, lme. 
;,.,,rJing 10 Elections Commi11 ee 
11pmon Mcedie Cl.irk. the error 
lid from an ovcrsii::ht in the voting 
·1 for schools and col leges witFt 
• program,. Clark said when she 
a\\are of the error, the polls were 
lOCl°'c. 
imnotcompletely rcspon~ible forthc 
:1111! 1 "ill b~ held reSP?nsiblc by my 
Its 001.1n I\SU<! of po11111ng a linger 
~L,oradministrators forth1s mix up. 
i,.\\JC is recogni,ing the problem and 
a ,ound and ethical remedy 10 the 
:· ,he ,aid. 
1he actions 1hey 100k If there was a 
discrepancy in graduate ·vol"ing we need to 
come up w11h a remedy 101ha1 problem. not 
cut open a whole body for a small wound." 
Undergraduate Trustee candidate Omar 
Karim said. 
Director of Student Activilies Belinda 
Watkins questioned the need for a new 
elect ion because graduate sllldents had lhe 
Opportunity l0 VOie for HUSA candidates 
des[>ile errors on 1hei r ballots. 
"We had a 101al of 33 graduate swdents 
to vote all day long," Watkins said. "To just 
throw their hands up and nm vote al all. I just can't believe it.' 
HUSA candidate Demetri:1 Edwards 
also questioned the need for a new election, 
c111.',1g p0(?r voter u_irnout and extra costs . 
r don t appreciate 1he fact that they 
have decided 10 redo the entire election 
when in fact every student a1 Howard had 
the opportunity to vote for HUSA 
candidates. I thin k that students will 
become e lection-weary and the voter 
turnout will be low," Edwards said. 
HUSA president ial candidate Jamal 
Jones-Dulani was so s tunned by the 
de~ision. that he said he could not put his 
opinion into words. 
"I don·1 know how to feel. The shock still 
hasn't passed yet." he said. 
Bui HUSA candidate Melanie Alston 
said it was the Assembly's only choice if 
GA members wanted to ensure fairness for 
everyone. 
"A lot of people think wecontes1ed the run-
off because we missed it by 10 votes. The 
issue is 1ha1 not everyone had complete 
ballots, and nol all (J?llS were opened al the 
same time." she said. 
Undergraduate Trustee candidate Cheo 
Hurley said redoing the elections is 
necessary but unfortunate. 
'Tm preny sad that the process wasn't 
done properly the first time. but ii has 10 be 
done to ensure fairness 10 the candidates 
and the students." Hurley said. 
HUSA candidate Chiquita fames agrees 
1he process must be corrected and the only 
wax l0 do so is with a new election. 
'Even if I los1 by one vole, I would still 
say there was somethi ng done that could 
onl y be reconciled by having a new 
election." James said. 
Candidate Shawn Barney disagrees with 
1hc Assembly's dec ision to redo 1he 
elections. According to Barney. the price of 
having an en1ire election for the second time 
is too costly. 
"h 's unfair to studen1s because you have 
10 ask where the money is going 10 come 
from 10 redo an election 1ha1 wasn't done 
right the first time." Barney said. "As a 
candidate. it makes me skeptical about 1he 
process I' m participating in and the 
efficiency of student leaders." 
Clark also expressed concerns about the 
cost of having another elect ion, estimating 
the cost at $4,000 10 $6,000. twice 1he 
amount of her current budget. Clark said it 
is the General Assembly's responsibility 10 
supply funds for the new election . 
According 10 Clark, several candidates 
submined comestations, but they were not 
acknowledged because they were submined 
after the 14-hour grace period. But the 
Committee found it necessary 10 address 
some of 1he issues ra ised in 1he 
contestations in order 10 secure a fair 
election. 
The General Assembly gave Clark until 
today to determine the date of the new 
election, which will include all Howard 
University Student Association candidates. 
Trustee candidates and candidates in local 
elections. The Assembly will meet again 
lOnight and the Elections Commiltee will 
start to plan another ejection. All previous 
results have been declared null and void. 
Al HILLTOP press time. Clark had not 
decided how long candidates would be able 
lo campaign and when that period would 
begin . She said as of now. candidates have 
been instructed not to campaign until 1hey 
receive further instructions and she was 
almost sure there would be at least one 
speak ou1 before the new election. 
"The issue is recognizing the problem ... and finding a sound remedy," 
Clark said after accepting responsibility for the e lection errors. 
IOOIC candidate, disagree wilh 1hc 
.. hly on whether having a new 
'lis the best remedy 10 the solution. 
·"PC the representatives reconsider 
" I'm happy with 1he decision 10 do the 
elections over. The integrity of the entire 
elect ion was in question &ccausc there were 
so many different problems," Alston said. 
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Spring fever all Street 
rn1 lo"7ers 
niversity's 
ond rating 
Bv Erin F. McKinney 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
~
Spring forecast ca lls for 
•-cather. but cloudy skies 
be ahead in Howard 
ty's financial future. 
:ior Wall Street bond-rating 
cntly lowered its ratini; 
for Howard from .. swble 
a1ive ... This prediction 
11uJcn1s concerned about 
difficulties that may be 
~the University. 
1's really sad that Howard, 
e of the oldest Black 
s in the world, has such 
ime geuing mone}:· 
English major Mallhew 
d. 
ey can't get money to 
1he school," Taylo r 
. "how are 1he students 
ook al the University?" 
some studems may be 
ed abo ut Howard ·s 
situation, Assistant 10 the 
for lhe Public Affairs and 
ication. Horace Dawson 
. the school is addressing the 
~
He poi med out lha1 there arc 
"'Y problems currently but ~ve 
iced to keep a lookout lor 
lllcms 1ha1 may arise in the 
"· 'the University has been 
lirnized as being in a good. 
lilfinancial condiuon.'' Dawson 
II '1here may be a problem 
'- lhe road but as long as we 
I! lhe current situati on under 
tol, l\e have a bener chance 10 
change the outlook." 
While the rating company has 
lowered i1s rating of the University, 
the Standard & Poor's Corp. has 
mainta ined its high rating o f 
Howa, d. Accordine. to Kathleen 
Quai l. a Standard & 'Poor's analyst, 
this means there will be no 
immediate effect on 1he University 
because Standard & Poor's officials 
believe it has a strong enough 
capabi lity 10 pay interest and repay 
principle on 1he bonds. 
In a Mar. 10 statement, Interim 
President Joyce Ladner expressed 
how she was pleased Standard & 
Poor's had affi rmed the bond 
nuing. 
The rating o utlook warned 
Howard 1herc was a need 10 correct 
current problems within one 10 
three years or there was a chance 
the raung could be lowered. making 
it more expensive for the school to 
borrow money. 
The Wash111g1on Post reported 
on Sat., Mar. 1 1 that the rati ng 
company cited in a s1a1emen1 the 
reasons for the rating change. They 
include "sharp declines 111 the 
number of tra nsfer and 
international students enroll ing: 
controversy and turnover at senior 
levels of management, leading to a 
variety of slOpgap measures rather 
than any lon&• term plan; and 
increas ingly difficu lt opera11!1g 
environment al Howard U111vers11y 
Hospital." 
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"We wanted so/1/ething for oursel_ves and for ~~Lr 
childrc11, so 1ue took a chance with our lives. 
cpUnita Blackwell 
At the forefront of the civil rights Slruggl7, Uni_ta . 
Blackwell was the mayor of Maye~s".ill~, MisSissippi. 
She was a member of the MisS1ss1PP1 Freedom 
l:tmocratic Party, which was denied a seat at the 1964 
Democratic National Convention. Twenty years_ later, 
Blackwell addressed the party's 1984 convenhon. 
sweeps across 
niain yard 
By Natalie Y. Moore 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Several blankets arc sprawled 
across the grass as students either 
shuffle cards or absorb the 
beaming sun. · 
Underneath the trees and 
nagpole are those sipping Mystics 
or slurping melting ice-cream 
cones between classes. 
Next to 1he water foutllain in 
front of Blackburn are a myriad of 
women who spark childhood 
nostalgia by breaking 0111 the 
deuble dutch rope. Reggae and 
hip-hop blast from radios. serving 
as backdrop music for 1he very 
1>ic1ures<i,uc scene. 
Yes. it s thal time of year again. 
Sprine. has officially a1Tived on 
"the 'rard" at Howard University. 
The unusually warm March 
temperawres make not only for 
warm weather but a warm family 
climate for students - along with 
dogs. rabbit_\ and snakes. 
"It's very relaxed;· Damon 
Welburn, a public relations major 
sa id. During his four years at 
Howard he said he has never seen 
such an aunosphere on •·the Y.1rd." 
"There is a very fam il y-
oriented vibe," he said. 
Since there have been no 
violent outbursts on "the Yard.'' 
Arlhur Walker said he hopes 
students al "the Mecca" continue 
10 act accordingly. 
" [ think there 1s a real peaceful 
vibe," the Brooklyn native said. 
"Hopefully the cops won't break it 
up." 
Freshman Kieesha Carter said 
1his is the Howard she's been 
waiting for since she arrived on 
campus. 
said. ;'People who we haven't seen 
before are out. h ·s a good time 10 
relax and party with your friends." 
Many students said this is the 
season 10 vnwind and unleash 1he 
daily pressures of college life. 
Benches are fi ll ed. The 
sidewalk is congested. And people 
congregate on and around the 
steps of all the classroom 
buildings. 
Suly Myrie. a sophomore 
majoring in acting, said she has 
spent 1l1e days " rn axi n' and 
rnarinaling'' in 1l1c spring sun rays. 
''This 1s 1he type ol weather 
where rou lei loose and get funky," 
she said. ''I'm tempted 10 skip 
class."' 
Kareem Faison sees sudden 
SJFing-fever as an opportunity to 
meet new people on "the Yard.'' 
··You never know who you 
could meet out here." the 
Brooklyn native said. "I could get 
me some numbers ... 
And for 1he past week. 
Univers i1y students have been 
sk ipping a class or 1wo lo take 
advatllage of the 70-plus degree 
temperatures. Radio production 
major Kori Lewis said while the 
days have been lovely, ' 'the Yard'' 
activity can be quite a distraction. 
"It's terrible because I have 
class." he said. 'Tm tryi ng 10 
graduate. I've never seen a 
Tuesday or Thursday like 1his. II ·s 
against 1he rules .. he joked. 
David Carr ington sa id he 
usu.~ ly spends his 1ime studying. 
But he 100k a 1em1>0rary break 10 
chill with hi s boys and name up 
1he barbecue grill which spreads a 
strong, smoky aroma across 
campus. 
Fun In the sun--many say it's hard to resist the urge to hang 
out on "the yard" when temperatures reach above 70 degrees. 
"h's about lime Howard got 
Ii ve, .. the Westchester. Pa .. nauve 
"When it lirs1 gets warm, ii 's 
the best time of the year," 1he 
physical therapy major said. 
"Everyday is like a spring picnic." 
Investigation continues in brutal slaying of 
Senior Geno Gray, suspects still at large 
BY, Octavia Shaw 
Hilltop Writer Staff 
Gunfire has claimed the li fe of yet another 
young Black man and this time the pain hit 100 
close to home. 
More than a week after his violent death. 
friends and relatives of Geno Gray arc still 
lrying to figure out why a young man described 
as "100 nice sometimes" was murdered in cold 
blood last Wed., March 8. Two friends found 
Gray silting up in the recliner of his basement 
apartment at 447 Luray Place, just minutes 
away from Howard Univers it y. He had 
reportedly been sho1 seven times at 
approximately 9 p.m. 
Gray. 21, was enrolled in the School of 
Business. Friends say he took a year off rrom 
school 10 work and earn money 10 pay for this 
academic year. 
''He started his own business. 'MovSomethin' 
10 validate himself, 10 put himself back in school. 
He was a barber and he had just finished 1he 
requiremems and was about to take the boards. 
He loved his dog, a pit bull. use l0 ride 
mo1orcxcte, lend you money. He was a good 
person.· Derrick Clayton, a close friend and 
graduate swdent, said. 
Clayton added that Gray was 1101 involved in 
any "shady activities." 
"It's puzzling to try 10 make sense 0111 of it. 
He was a good <Jude. No one knows who did it 
and why. Whatever it was, he let them in his 
house and he had to have known them 10 let them 
in," said Clayton. who mel Gray in 1991. 
Vice Presiden t for Stude111 Affairs Steve 
Favors said Gray was in good standing wilh the 
University. He added that 1he administration 
has been urgini; D.C. Police lo rind out exactly 
what happenea thal night. At HILLTOP press 
time, there was no report of suspects. 
"JD.C. Me1ropoli1a11 Police] will not release 
any informa tion because they arc still 
invcs1iga1 ing," Favors said. 
According to Clayton. one needs 10 go 10 
Gray's hometown of Abbevi lle, S.C. 10 really 
understand the people, his family and friends. 
"1 visited his home ... good honest people. 
Geno was 100 nice sometimes. I know 1ha1 this 
(shooting] was wron•," Clayton said. 
The 7uneral was field on Tue., March 14 in 
S.C. The memorial service will be Mon., March 
20. in Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel. 
A2 
Students flooded the narrow corridors of the 
Howard Un iversity School of Education 
Monday for a Judiciary Board hearing that 
would have d'ecided the fate of former student 
body Vice President Reginald X. 
Facing charges of student misconduct for a 
registration demonstration in Armour J. 
B lackburn Un iversity Center on Jan. 20., 
Reginald X got a temporary reprieve Monday 
when JJdiciary Board members failed to achieve 
a quorum for the hearing. 
"This is typical Howard University 
performance." Fatima Hall, a senior public 
relations major, said. "At a historically Black 
institution like Howard, the administration 
doesn't acknowledge mobilization; they just 
put their feet on our necks, which shows us that 
they are just puppets themselves, dancing 
around." 
Charged with "obstruction or disruption of 1· 
teaching, research, administration or other 
University ac·1ivity," "failure to comply with a 
legitimate request from a University official," 
and "disorderly conduct," Reginald X said he 
"does not understand/he charges against him," 
and characterized the whole situation as 
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Congressman visits President Clinton, Vernon Jorda 
camp1~s C~stian make surprise Rankin Chapel v is 
orgamzat1on for 
noonday address 
Congressman Walter Tucker (0-Callf.) lectures to noonday 
prayer group. 
------------ means of production. The sacrifice 
BY, Octavia Shaw al d th " Hilltop Staff Writer was rea Y · ere. Tucker went on to make the 
At Howard University, noon is 
usually lunch time, yard time or 
class time. But for the campus 
Christian organization, To m 
Skinner and Associates (TSA), 
noontime is a tin1e for prayer and 
reflection on the powerful words 
and teachings of invited guests and 
lecturers. 
"TSA conducts leadership 
training activities on topics such as 
time and money management, 
power, politics and relationships," 
TSA Chaplain Michael Worsley 
said of the group whose purpose 1s 
to help rnise a new generation of 
Christ-centered leaders. "In 
addi tion, they are exposed to 
influential role models from civil 
rights, business, politics and sports 
who are endeavoring to model a 
high moral standard in their sphere 
ofinfluence." 
Congressman Walter Tucker, Ill 
(D-Ca.) who spoke to TSA 
members at their noontime prayer 
last Monday, is such a role model. 
As a representative of California's 
37th District, the youngest person 
ever to serve as mayor of Compton, 
Ca., and in his capacity as an 
ordained minister, spoke to the 
noonday erayer group on the 
subject of 'The World, Flesh and 
the Devil." 
"The body isilesh. The spirit is 
the way _you live and accept the 
word of God. The soul is the mind, 
will and emotion," Tucker said. 
"God doesn't give vision without 
provision. A vision of how to live, 
a vision of Christianity. God didn't 
all of a sudden come up with 
distinction between man and God 
and how one has to prepare to do 
something and God does things 
naturally. 
'"God doesn't have to get ready. 
He's already ready," Tuclcer said. 
"I'm saying this to relate to us. The 
answer for the challenges that we 
have as government leaders and as 
growing Christians is within us, 
and it 1s not something that we 
have to worry about. The answer is 
in you. I didn't say the answer was 
you." 
While Tucker is a politician 
(and studies show not many 
Americans think favorably of 
politicians), the student leaders of 
TSA said they were inspired by 
Tucker remarks. 
"It's very encouraging to know 
that some of our Congressmen on 
Capitol Hill are led by Christ," 
junior marketing major Denese 
Denton said. "And for him to 
desire to share his thoughts with 
students and reach out to the 
community is admirable and 
enlightening." 
Freshman Susan Cleveland said 
Tucker's words prove he is no 
stranger to change. 
"He shows llis dedication to 
change. He wants to make a 
change and he realizes that through 
[stuoents) there will be a change." 
TSA is a non-denominational 
campus Christian organization, 
that has operated at Howard 
University since I 970. TSA 
sponsors "Noonday Prayer" which 
meets every Wed nesday and 
Friday from 12 noon to I p.m. in 
Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel. 
By Awanya D. Anglln 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
President and Mrs. Clinton along with Vernon 
Jordan and his wife, Ann were the special guests 
who attended the sermon oflegenoary mi nister, 
Gardner Thylor on Sunday in a packed Rankin 
Chapel. 
Taylor, the minister of Concord Baptist 
Church in Brooklyn, New York, is commonly 
referred to within theological ci rel es as the 
"Dean of Ministers" because of his dynamic 
speaking techniques and ability to win over the 
resl:'.ect of many under the sound of his voice. 
'Too many sacrifices have been made. too 
much blood has been shed," Toylor said. "We 
are being victimized by our own kind and 
young peOP,le, you need to remember that. 
Negroes built our schools and our churches and 
businesses and Black people are getting rid of 
them,,. 
Blacks, according to Toylor. are too quick to 
say they have sacrificed a great deal for Black 
equality. Taylor compared the struggles of 
people today with that of Paul the Apostfe in the 
Bible. 
'"Three times I [Paul) was beaten, 39 strikes, 
three times shipwrecked, once stoned and 
~reached the gospel the next day. And he said, 
I count not myself to have reached my goals' 
The Clinton's and the Jordan's attended last Sunday's service because of 
personal friendship with the guest minister, Gardner Taylor. 
- what a confession," Thylor said. "How puny 
are our efforts in comparison with this?" 
Black children, accordi ng to Toylor, need to 
be more respectful to their peers and especiall)I 
their parents. Parents, in return he said, should 
make efforts to discipline their children by being 
living examples. 
forgetting that the nation has a contract with 
history. And the contract it has with history is in 
conflict with the contract which is claimed to be 
with America." 
"I have had my fill of 'you need to 
by and by through and through."' Roi 
··1 think the time for preachin& is over 
really a time to start teaching. ] 
Toylor also said government officials mistreat 
the very citizens that voted them into office. 
Kevin Clarke. also a junior at 
believes Toylor has a lot of "social" ex 
that he can learn from. 
"My mother has slept death's long sleep for 
nearly 40 years. I can see now the frown on her 
face and the lashing of her tongue and the 
sharpness in her eye if I dared to use such 
[derogatory] language. But [today] mothers 
themselves even repeat it," Taylor said. 
He said African Americans are in the midst 
of a new and unbecoming movement in the 
country because the Republican Contract with 
America does not benefit the Black race. 
' 'How tragic it is," Toylor said. 'There are 
people in this land who insist on the birth of 
children. and yet are ready to starve them after 
they arc born. And ifby chance they survive the 
starving, these parents will execute them by the 
time they are born " Taylor said. 
Two students from Rutgers University in 
New Jersey, traveled to Howard to hear Taylor 
speak. 
"I am young and he has a lot m 
experience over me and I understand 
are certain things that he might know; 
said. "He has the knowledge for what 
to know in regard to our struggle todaf 
Leonard McMahon, a graduate ,_,_ 
under Chapel Dean Bernard Rich 
elated with Thylor's manner of speakin.~".1--
"It is called a Contract with America, 
Otis Rolley, a junior political science and 
African studies major at Rutgers enjoyed 
Taylor's sermon but felt more actions, not Just 
words should be put toward the Black struggle. 
"He's got such an excellent combi 
poetics and intellectual capacity," M 
said. "When combined, they create a 
and telling image in your mind." 
NAACP hosts afrocentric ball tonigh 
By Patricia Hardin 
Hilltop staff Writer 
Working bard to establish 
strong relauonships between local 
high schools and University 
students is just one of the missions 
of the Howard University Chapter 
of the National Association for 
the Advancement of Colored 
People. 
And in hopes of fulfilling this 
mission, the chapter is hosting its 
First Annual Red, Black and Green 
Ball tonight in the Armour J. 
Blackburn Center Ballroom. 
"The ball serves as a time for 
students to get together in a 
peacefu l and positive way," 
Marybeth Gonzales, president of 
the NAACP Howard Chapter, said. 
"It's an event where students will be 
able to be exposed to college life 
and what Howard has to offer 
them." 
The Red, Black and Green Ball 
is a major stepping stone for the 
NAACP in its effort to create 
cultura l, social and personal 
relationships with students within 
the community. 
"The idea that high school 
students can come together with 
o ther students in a non-violent way 
is something important. We are 
trying to unify the students, and at 
the same time we are giving away 
scholarships," Kwesi Boone, 
NAACP Howard Chapter treasurer, 
said. 
Proceeds raised at tonight's 
event will go toward providing 
scholarships to two college-bounil 
high school seniors. Scholarship 
participants must have sufficient · 
O.P.A. scores, complete an 
application and write an essay 
naming an African King or Queen 
most admired. The winner will be 
crowned African King or Queen 
during an elaborate ceremony at 
the ball. 
Jania Richardson. event 
coordinator and NAACP Howard 
Chapter secretary. said the 
Afrocentric theme is important 
because it was established to 
promote an increased awareness 
about Africa among the African-
American youth in the area - and 
not just during Black History 
Month. 
"The reason we decided to have 
the ball in March instead of in 
February is because we wanted to 
show high school students that 
B lack history s hould not be 
celebrated just once a month, but 
should be encouraged 
the year;' the political scie 
said. '_'And by requiring the 
to ~rue a <;me-page essay 
African king or queen 
admire will provide stude 
chance to learn about their 
she said. 
At this evening's gala, 
and chaperooes will be 
the music of DJ Cot Rock the 
a step showcase featuring it.n 
Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc. p p 
Phi Al()ha Fraternity Inc., su, 
Kappa Psi Fraternity Inc., 'l 11 
Alpha Psi Fraternity Inc., th, 
Sigma Pi Fraternity Inc. t l , 
T ickets are on sale for 
Cramton Auditorium Box 
According to Richardson, . 
proceeds from the sale will 
donated to the Sickl 
Foundation . 
,c1111, 1995 
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Ravi Howard hopes to m a ke the 
1996 Bison Yearbook m ore e fficient. 
By Kenyatta Matthews 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
When junior Ravi Howard became a layout assistant 
for _the B1~on Yearbook last year, he did not have any 
ma;,oi: a~ptrations o r a definite goal in mind. 
. I JOmed the staff because I was always interested 
m layout desig n. Also. the software they were using was 
the same software I used when I worked on the literarr, 
magazine in high school so I was familiar with it,' 
Howard said. 
A year later, after moving from layout assistant 10 
layout ed itor, Ravi Howard is the 1995-1996 Editor-in-
Chief for the yearbook. 
~ I though t~e advertisi ng major n~ver wrote for any 
ttl.lJOr publications at Howard, he belteves hts extensive 
background proves he can hand le the responsibilities 
'J; of the position. During his freshman year, Howard was a !1 member of the advertisin)l club where his duties 
.c mcl~ded writing art icles for tts newsletter. In addition 
Q. mh1s current yearbook position. Howard is a lso in his 
third year as a member of the University's Historically 
Black College Academic Tham. 
Howard plans to apply the lessons he has learned 
with his internship experiences 10 the posi tion of 
editor-in-chief. During his freshman year, he interned 
a t MTV's studi o in New York. Howard has also 
interned as a program researcher for the V-Hl network. 
Last summer, the three year Honor Society member 
interned in Chicago with the Leo Burnett Advertising 
Agency as a media planner. That position provided 
Howard with the task of finding the most efficient way 
to present the advertising messages of such major 
accounts as McDonald's. 
"With my intern at Burnett, I learned that you have 
to use the lnnited funds available to create the most 
appealing product. This applies to the yearbook," 
Howard said. "With both jobs, you have to be able to 
combine the financial responsibilities with the 
creativity of the product. The management aspect of 
being an editor is s imilarto that of my interns because 
in both situations you have 10 make decis ions and stand 
by those decisions. Efficiency is also important in both 
s ituations," he concluded. 
Efficiency is an aspect of the yearbook Howard 
believes is desperately in need of change. 
" I would like to improve production capabilities by 
making extr.a positions assisting with production. With 
the production 111 the hands orother staff members it 
wilf allow other positions to work more efficiently.' If 
the production is more efficient, we can put more time 
and energy into the creativity of the book," Howard 
said. 
In addi ti on to efficiency, creativity is another 
important aspect of the yearbook that Howard would 
like to see im()rovcd. 
"I plan to focus more o n the visual aspect of the 
yearbook. By adding color and improving the graphics 
of the yearbook, the book could have a 6igger impact 
with the students. The yearbook is something 1hat 
should be memorable and great graphics would do 
that," Howard said. 
Howard's training for the chief editor position will 
begin o_v~r the summer _during a mandatory workshop. 
ln add111on to attendmg workshops, he will s tart 
negotiating contracts and finalizing liis plans. Howard 
is excited about be~inning his position. 
Howard with. It s the kind of experience that you 
can't get in a practical classroom environment. That's 
what makes being editor-in-chief such a specia l 
experience," Howard said . 
IOW, ------,-------- ----- --------------------,---- ----------------------,-----"--------
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By Crystal 0. Davis 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
.l:\ in numbers. That's 1he unofficial creed of 
._University's Student Escort Service. 
Wtbl in the spri ng of 199 1 by former Howard 
titl officer William Brown. the Student Escort 
'Ii is a paid prog.ram consisting of IO students. 
.,Jonly with walkie-talkies, ,vho escort o ther 
-;,staff. and faculty 10 and from any place on the 
-,,icv's main campus. The service opcra1es 
a through Thursday from 7 p.m. to midnight out 
\(idergraduate Liorary, 
II of December 1994, we've escorted 
llial,ely 1.500 students. staff. and faculty, mostly 
• ·Escort student director Guy Dorsainville said. 
••\-e just recentl y had an increase in staff 
v.ho want to be esc-orted." 
ville said the original escort service began 
members. Throughout the years. the service 
four members to its ranks. but lost many of 
to graduation. "This year. six escorts wi II 
· g, so the service will be lookjng for new 
in tne fall,' ' Dorsainville said. 
ease in the number of escorts can be 
IO the University budget cuts. Because the 
· is not treated as a seP,~rate orgal)iZati~n. 
·1y gets cut, we get cut. Dorsamv1lle said. 
the service cannot afford to pay a too mal)y 
importantly, however, the budget cuts ,~1ll 
escort service 10 end its season before spnng 
ing that students will not be able to get 
· gone of the busiest times of the school 
exams. 
· ville hopes that 1his will change next year. 
like to model Howard's service after 
t College's escort service, which has _a 
111111ber, and is involved with its rape cns1s 
like to have our own walkie-talkies, so we 
,-e to go through security's channels," 
· said. "And we'd also like to have a small 
Ilic students to the Metro s top. It's an 
lllmence for them because it's not close." 
liccscort service wou ld also like 10 establish its 
Members of the Student Escort Service, 
in existence since 1991 
own office location and budget, and is considering 
operating on the weekends. According to Dorsainville, 
the service was not necessary on the weekends because 
1he Undergraduate Library closed at 5 p.m. on Fridays. 
However, now that lhe library ho lds la1er hours, 
Dorsainville said that extending escort hours to the 
weekends will be considered. 
Many s tudents think that the student escort service 
is a good idea. 
"£ just heard about it this year, but I never used it." 
said Aretha Hollis. a sophomore nursing maj~r. "1 was 
in the library and I walked home. And my friend said, 
'You walked home b)'. yourself? Why didn't you get an 
escort?' And I was hke: 'an escort.' That was my first 
time bearing about it." Hollis added that now that she 
knows about the service. she would use it. 
"I thinks it's a very good idea because I know that 
this is a high crin:e area.'' se~ior Nolana Ikner said. 
"I think that also it's a good idea for men to be using 
the service, too. I think they feel that they don't want 
to use it." 
"Males feel that it'll make them less masculine 
but that's not true because men ~et mugged just like 
women and men get raped, too,' said Sifver Spring 
native Lisa &twick. 
Students who want to use the service can call 806-
4624 or stop by the Undergraduate Library. 
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By Cristal Williams 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
'Wle many students believe our c~1~1muniti~s are 
liperateneed of change. few are w1ll111g to take the ~ needed for im1,>roveme nt. The _S \udent 
ltrlmen1 Association 111 the School ofD1v!1111y and 
(Qjuate Economic Association. are ~oing the ir 
1
~ teaming up and seonsor t~e First World t!"ip Symposium, 'Preparing our fu ture 
1«wding 10 Bowers the purpose of the program ~ tne problems youth fac~ and how they can 
lhidthrough positive leadership. . . 
'ttRJCOgoize that there is a need for leadership 111 
lltlnities belonging to people of color.'' said David 
""• President of the Student Government 
~in the School of Divinity. "We fe!t 11 would 
~Ito examine leadership as a paradigm an.~ a 
~IS a means of trying 10 address. that need. 
\effects violence and bad leadership have had on 
ltiinimunity inspired Thoko Kadz;im_1ra, President 
i!!_Oraduate Economic Assoc1a.11on; Lat_onya 
:"'II. Khalil Kuykendall and Monne Bowdm, to 
flt!lent the symposium and play 10 Howard and 
~, nding community. . . ~ an article in The Washington Post and 11 lut 
1i;:tbere was no hope for the future, so I fig\tred 
1COUid do something for 1he commu011y. Things 
with the symposium have been tough but worlhwhile. 
Personally, T feel like this will help give people hope," 
Kadzamira said. 
The symposiu!n wil! feaiure various areas and 
disciplines and wt II begin with keynote speaker and 
Howard alum11us Joaqu.-Willis. Other speakers include 
Michael 3X of the Nation of Is lam and hip hop artist 
Chubb Rock. . . 
Participants can attend several pane ls d1scussmg 
issues such as soc1_ology and culture, law, psychology 
and h istory. A busmess and economic panel will. take 
place before the a fternoon programs ancflu.och. Science 
and 1echnology, politics and an educatio_n panel will be 
open 10 participants before a final session on the fl?le 
of Black religio us institutions. The program ends with 
a Phwe chose to do the play because it deals with a lot 
of the issues that will be addressed at the conference," 
Bowers said. Rishaunda Ewings, a member of the 
Dramat is theatrical ensemble and Howard alumna, 
brought. the play, "The Weig~t of being Black" to the 
sympoSllllll. . 
"The play is very unique; it 's cclect1c poetry (woven 
together into p lay format) and has a real sense of 
intnnacy The best part is the entire staff is made up of 
Blacks 10 1heir 20's-;- it's a real good way to end the 
program,'' Ewings said. . 
Students. faculty members and pr~fessors are 
encouraged to attend the fr~e program this Sat.,. Mar. 
18 from 10 a.m. 10 5 p.m. m the School ofBusmess. 
Honor students praised 
by President Ladner 
By Natalie P. McNeal 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
What started out as a regular 
cabinet meeting where members 
contemplated the problems with 
Howard University ,s tude111s ~as 
become an annual ceremonta l 
salute to the University 's honor 
society members. 
Tuesday. the fir.,t annual program 
paid homage to the intellectual 
cleterminatton and prowess of 
Howard University's academic and 
health affairs honors students. 
"During one of our regular 
cab inel meeti ngs. Dr. Ladner 
brought up the issue that we never 
honor o ur besl students," Dr. 
Gwynene P. Lacy. special assistant 
10 the Interim President said. "We 
decided to have the salute so that all 
of the honors students from the 
various schools can iet together.'' 
Eleven of Howard s schools and 
colleges were represented. 
Orlando Tayfor, Interim Vice-
President for Academic Affairs 
said, "Many students have 
negative attitudes toward academic 
excellence because when they 
achieve, they are thought of as 
trying 10 be "cute." We want to 
honor those who turned a deaf ear 
to those criticisms because you are 
the next leaders." 
"You will be like those in this 
room, the next professors of 
music, Nobel Prize winners, or 
president of Howard University," 
Tuylor said. 
In addition to Dean Taylor, Dr. 
Charles Epps, Vice President of 
Health Affairs and In terim 
President Dr. Joyce Ladner spoke. 
Dr. Ladner shared her 
experience growing up as an honor 
student. 
"When I was growing up, my 
sister and l always received honors 
and certificates for my good 
grades." she said. Ladner, who was 
valedictorian of her high school 
class added, "I rememocr one of 
our neighbors up the street giving 
me a nickel for every 'A I got on my 
report card. That was a wonderful 
feeling that I think that Howard 
University [s tudents) should also 
have.'' 
" I thought the night was 
interesting but more student should 
have come out," D. Joy Sutton, a 
freshman in the School of 
Communications Annenberg 
Honors Program said. "When there 
arc negative things going on there 
is a rot of su ppo rt ou t when 
something is positive, there is not 
a lot of student support." 
In the Annenberg program, 
members must maintain a 3.5 
G.P.A., exhib it leadership o n 
campus and take special honors 
classes. 
According 10 Dr. Lacy, the low 
turn-out of about 50 students out of 
500 members of various honor 
societies was because she did not 
have the addresses of the students 
involved. 
"The on ly way to reach the 
students was to notify the dean of 
the schools and colleges and have 
them contact the students. Tha1's 
where our communication broke 
down," Dr. Lacy said. 
For scientific honor society Beta 
Kap[?a Chi's Reagan Durant, the 
evemng was "encouraging." 
"This program gave me th e 
encouragement that the presidents, 
vice presidents and deans supporl 
academic ach ievement because 
everybody gets credit - athletes 
and performers. It's in our nature 10 
give praises for those, but academic 
achievement also deserves praise," 
he said. 
Durant, who is a junior biology 
major, as part of h is soc ie ty 
requ irement , has to complete a 
serv ice pro/· cct and a selected 
charity, whi e maintaining a 3.0 
grade point average. 
But third-year law student Talib 
Karim did not share the same 
sentiments. 
According to Karim, those who 
work hard sfiould be honored, not 
just the exceptionally bright. 
"Students that were honored 
here are always honored because 
most of them have scholarships or 
come wealthy famjlies," Karim, 
who was invited for his position as 
edilor-in-chief of the International 
Law Review, said , "I think those 
that are above mediocre lhat have 
to fight for what the earn are the 
o nes that are going to be the ones 
to succeed; it 's the underdog 
concept." 
Following the ceremon y, 
s tudents and ad minis1ra1ors 
att.ended a reception in honor of the 
students. 
President Ladner pictured with honor students. 
Bonds, from Al 
Many s tudents expressed their 
own insight on the matter. 
"I feel Howard University's 
financial situation is a little bit over-
rated," Freshman Steven Eason 
said. "I feel thal they arc telling us 
certain lhings so that we will come 
out the pocket a little more next 
year. If they would cut back on 
certain things maybe they could 
have more money to give back to 
the s tudents." 
Charron Mitchell, a sophomore 
majoring in speech pathofogy, was 
also a bit skeptica l about the 
importance of the University's 
financial situation. 
"I 1hink the problem jsn't as bi& 
as everyone makes 11 seem, 
Mitchell said. "But there should be 
a different kind of accou nting 
system that (the University) uses to 
justify their loses." 
Dawson described some of the 
changes Ladner has already issued 
to address some of the problems 
cited by the rating company and 
concerned students. 
"We are undergoing a vigorQUS 
recruiting campaign for students.'' 
Dawson said. "We are going to offer 
summer and evening classes. We 
are advertising and trying lo bring 
in more students. Dr. Ladner is 
visiting a lumni associations. We 
are making sure that anybody who 
writes to the University asking for 
information gets it. We are putting 
great emphasis on 1he student 
services and the registration 
process. We are also trymg to find 
other ways to save the University 
money." 
Congrat;u/at;ions Ravi Howard 
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Battle over budget on Hill stalls city progres~ 
By Reglnold Royston 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Congressional dissatisfaction with 
Mayor Marion Barry's most recent budget 
proposal, and failing oegotiatfoos between 
City officials and uo1011 workers has stalled 
progress with District finances in the midst 
of a financial crisis that wi ll deplete the 
city's expenditures by !he end of March. 
At a preliminary hearing on !he Mayor's 
proposed budget last week,-Representati ves 
on the House D.C. appropriations 
subcommittee questioned the Mayor on his 
"Miracle budget" which they believe 
ignores realities in city expenditures and is 
balanced only on paper. 
''The general feeling is that Barry has 
generally lleen a bit optimistic in his budget 
plans. He has made quite a few assumptions 
tn drawing up his proposals for '95 and '96, 
thinking Congress is going to pick up the 
tab," Anne Mack, press secretary for House 
subcommittee on the District of Columbia, 
said. 
Despite the District's budget shortfall of 
$722 million as reported by the General 
Accounting Oftice,l3arry's latest financial 
plan maintains current spending on most 
public programs for the next two years and 
mcreases anti-violence initiatives through 
the Department of Recreation at a budget 
of $5 mi Ilion. 
they will see that Barry has made a 
!horough analysis of the city's finances. 
He's worked 24 hours a day with city 
financial advisors to include programs such 
as the Empowerment for Youth and $5 
million for the Department of Recreation. 
But for FY '96, there are going to be some 
cuts," Raymone Bain, press secretary for 
the Mayor, said. 
''The Mayor has already presented his 
budget to Congress," he said. "As of yet, 
they have not enacted anything concerning 
Barry's most recent plans, and once they 
do, he will decide what are [the] next steps. 
But not all of Congress has condemned his 
budget." 
significant cuts of$ 100 million in Medicaid 
expenditures, which the GAO deemed 
unnecessary. But breakdowns in 
negotiations between civi l service un ions 
anil city officials late last week, made 
clearer the prospect of additional furlough 
days and up to f2 percent in salary cuts_ f(?r 
police 111 an effort to reduce def1c11 
spending. Civil workers have protested any 
cut in salary at various rallies in !he past two 
weeks. 
''The Mayor believes this to be the best 
budget that has been presented. The Federal 
government must pick up District pensions 
ihat have cost the city $3.5 billion. The 
Mayor has made every cut !hat can possibly 
be made but additional money has to come 
from Congress," Bain said. 
Officia ls in Congress and Iii 
Council however. bulked at the II 
most recent claims, citing hi11 
animosity toward an independem11 
control bonrd that would not be · 
of input from District government 
''The Mayor's plan 1s an attemp1 
he thought was !he best budget 
it really didn't show as much 1 · · 
is needed in relation to !he seri 
the shortfall," Art Jutten. press 
subcommittee member Rep. Jama (R-NY), said. "He didn't put fonh 
cuts as we would have liked, 
definitely going to necessitate the 
of a financial control board." 
"If anybody reads through !he budget, The mayor's budget did inc lude 
Playwright chronicles Shaw neighborhood histo~ 
of help. In addition to serving as 
the play's creator, Mumin is also 
the president and directo r of 
human services at the 
Organization for Traini ng Others 
in Need (OFT/ON). Fifty cents of 
every dollar made at the play will 
be divided and donated to five 
charitable organizations, including 
OFT/ON. ~umin bel ieves giving 
back to one's community is vital 
and that we should not expect the 
government to do it. 
By Rasheeda Crayton 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
She g reets you with a warm 
smile. Open and friendly, even in 
her words, she embodies strength 
and dedication. Her strength, 
dedication, friendliness. warm!h 
and strong faith in yod allowed 
her to persevere for IO years to 
chronicle the history of !he Shaw 
neighborhood. 
Carole Mumin is !he author of 
the play "Where the Eagles Fly," 
which tells the rich history of the 
Shaw neighborhood. 
The pray, she says, marks that 
creative spirit in all ofus waiting to 
get out. 
"It's about the creative spirit 
and how we wrestle to get it out of 
us," Mumin said. "From an artist's 
perspective, in our own desire to 
strive towards excellence and 
perfection. a battle often ioes on 
mside of us. I think it is m all of 
us. It determines the difference 
between meager and excellent." 
Mumin, formerly Carole Jones, 
served in !he Kennedy, Johnson 
and Carter. administration's 
communications office. She 
currently owns her own business 
and serves on the boards of many 
charitable organizations. 
Mumin undertook the '·Eagles" 
project, af\er the graduate student I 
who was chronicling the Shaw 
neighborhood received a 
fellowship to Yale and could no 
longer devote himself to the 
proJect. 
Mumio, being a lover of history, 
said she had to continue !he project 
to revive the history. 
"One thing I didn't want to see 
is that history could sit on a shelf 
and collect dust," l'{umin said. 
Mumin's husband is the 
executive director of the Shaw 
Pact, a group devoted to reviving 
the Shaw neighborhood, and with 
his help and "knowledge, she was 
able to get interviews with those 
who remembered the trials and 
tribulations of the community. 
"My husband would hold 
lunches at various churches and 
invite the seniors [citizens) in," 
fytumin said. "We would tape them 
as they spoke about their 
community." 
One character in the play. "Ma 
Brown," is a compilation of several 
of those Shaw residents who 
remember it all. 
"Ma Brown was a symbol," 
Mumin explained. "Most 
neighborhoods have their ' Ma 
Browns' or 'Mrs. Coopers.' These 
are !he people who basically keep 
track of our neighborhood, who 
know where we' ve been over the 
years." 
"Where the Eagles Fly" is 
based on many of the personal 
interviews and research which 
Mumin, along with her husband, 
conducted. 
Filled with history, Eagles starts 
shortly after the Civi l War, telling 
where the neighborhood receiveil 
its name, how the neighborhood 
prospered and how it eventually 
dechned. 
It showcases the greats who 
came through the Shaw 
neighborhood, including Duke 
Ellington, Langston Hughes, Bill 
Robinson and Madam Crummel. 
Mumin wanted the production 
to show African-American youth 
that they had much to be proud of. 
" I don't rea lly th in"k I had 
enough t ime to to uch on 
everything that I discovered," 
Mumin said. "It's our hope that we 
will give them enough to peak 
their mterests so they will go out 
in the lobby and buy the books.'' 
Mumin is dedicated to 
empowering !hose who are in need 
''We're in hard times. If the 
government can't continue to pay, 
ilo I say 'woe is me, the 
government doesn't have it?' Or, 
do I turn to God?" 
There is current] y a movement 
to move "Where the Eagles Fly" 
from the historic Lincoln Theater, 
located in the heart of the Shaw 
dis tr ic t, to Broadway. Mumin 
would like the play to go as far as 
it can: "The Lincoln Tlieater, road 
shows, Broadway, abroad!" 
Mumin's "Where the Eagles 
Fly" is Mumin's first achievement, 
but it will not be her last. 
"Wi!h this, I learned not to limit 
myself," Mum in said. "With God's 
help anything is possible. I think 
my greatest achievement is yet to 
come.0 
Health clubs offer students bargain rates 
By Kimberly Mone' Burruss 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Fiu!ess trainers roam the floors sporting teal and black warm-up suits . 
Gruntmg men pump hundreds of pounds of iron. Mirrors line the walls 
re~ecting images of_women frantically cycling and stair- stepping. while 
faint sounds of music from the aerobics class down the hal fills the air. 
This is what you are likely to find in local health clubs !hat are offering 
students a variety of services to get in shape for !he summer. 
Bally's HoUday Spa located at 2000 L Street in !he downtown area is just one of those spas offers a "total fitness" program. 
''We provide a wide range of services and many opportunities for people 
to come in on complimentary passe.~ to see what we re all about" E!Hadji 
a Howard student majoring in business finance and a Bally's'employee: 
said. 
Baily's offers two fi tness packages. The Premier program allows a 
member use at any Baily's location. The February enrollment fee is $5 
and $32.97 per month for 36 months. 
The Fitness Program, however, allows a member use at !he home club 
only and is also $5 to enroll. The cost is $24.67 per month for 36 months 
to maintain this membership. 
Stude~t ~scounts are ~ometim_es offered_ during the summer months. 
but B_ally s 1s always ru~nmg special promotions throughout !he year, said 
Anto111e Turrell, a Bally s employee and Howard graduate student majoring 
m sports management. 
"It works out to about 75 cents per day," he said. 
The upbeat, two-story facil ity is complete wi!h a modern exterior wi!h 
spl~shes of candy apple red paint and contains .state-of-!he-art exercise 
equipment. 
Th~ spa is divide~ into areas that occupy free weights; cardiovascular 
machines, such as hfe cycles, ro~ers, treadmills and stair climbers; and 
an indoor two-lane track for walking and running. 
Bally's employs over IO personal trainers and 14 fitness trainers and 
recruits the best aerobics instructors, Torrell said. 
With over 2,000 affiliates, including Holiday Spas and Jack La Lanne 
Spas, students always have an opportunity to maintain an effective 
workout program. 
'_'When students go hon;ie for the summer !hey can always find a spa in 
thetr town to continue their workouts," Torrell said. 
Ano!her local spa that offers students a variety of services is Washington 
Sports. Located at 1990 M Street, NW, the spa is metro accessible on !he 
red line ~t the Dupont Circle exit. 
-.yashmgton Sports is a full service club which offers towel service, 
cer_llfied mstructors, cardiovascular equipment, streng!h training and free 
weights. 
"We offer what.the more expensive clubs offer. but at more of a value," 
Cal Brockdorff, direct~~ of marketmg _for !he club, said. 
The downtown fac1hty draws a nuxed client base from students to 
business men and women. 
Washington Sports employs some of the best aerobics instructors 
Brockdorff sa,1d, manx who have won regional and national competitions'. 
Like Bally s, Washmgton Sports offers student discounts occasionally 
durmg the summer, but offers othe~ perks for joining. 
F_or exampl~,. a new member will receive two free personal training 
sessions for J0mmg. 
T~e initial fee. for membership _varies depending on the promotions 
runmng a_t the ume. This fee will be waived with a valid student 
1dent1fica11on from any local college, Brockdorff said. 
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Metro Fare increases 
Toke extra change out of your purses and wallets District transit 
bus and subway fares have gone up. But don't expect anymore ftr 
money because service has gone down. These changes are desigt 
cove_r a gap in the District's transit subsidy payment to Metro. 
S1'!ce last Sunday. Metro bus fares have gone up 15 cents for 
and disabled riders. from 35 cenb to 50 cents. People who ridel 
serving !he Anacostia MetrO Station will pay 60 cents inMcad ofJ 
for ori~inal fares. 
. Don t get too c,omfor_table though. because fores wi ll be raised\ 
m June, by IO cents a nde. according to Metro officials. 
Metro buses will be taking the same routes. but you will nots« 
as frequently. New schedules will be made and will be available ia 
and train stations, transit officials said. For any questions call 20! 
7000 for details about any changes !hat were made. 
Hundreds of D.C. riders disagree with the changes !hat were 
because !hey're not getting !heir money's worth. but D.C. offici 
!he changes were necessary. The increases are a way to pay back 
million that the city has failed to pay Metro. 
Don' t Run That Light Without Smiling 
You woke up late and all you can think about is your teachers 
upset 1f you _are late for your class, again. You would do anything 
to class on time - even go through a red light. 
So as you.are sneaking through that red light - Click! FI GI, 
hope you sm1 led because you have just been caught on candid c 
The flash !ha! you saw was the flash of a very sophisticated 
camera that has Just snapped one of your most hated 8ictures. 
A few days later you are m:1i led an unexpected $5 violation 
along wi!h evide~ce. which includes a glossy color photo of> 
and one of your license tag. 
Under legislation Northern Virginia soon will become one of 
areas. were tnese cameras will be found at certain intersections to 
red-hght runners. 
Many police and politicians feel this new system will help to i 
safety on the roads at a time when officers are chasing murde 
drug dealers instead of watching stop lights. 
Li!'~ enforcemen! officials feel the rat race lifestyle and hectic 
c_ond1t1ons m Washmgton have caused drivers to race through 
signals. In. Fairfax Cou'!IY last year, police issued 8.869 tic 
drivers for 1gnormg St(?PhShts. 
M_aryland and tlie D1str1ct do not use cameras at intersections to 
red-hgl\t runne~. but Maryland has been targeting scofflaws rco 
by launching _heh copters and _airplanes, which !\over over roads~ 
to ground umts 1f they see violators. 
Most nor!her'! Virginia counties except the cities of Mana 
Manassas Park will be allowed to mount cameras at 25 key inte · 
Pave_ment sensors w1H target cars !hat enter intersections a seco 
the hght turns red. This will trigger !he high resolution camera 
away. 
. Many hope the cameras accomplish what thousands of offir 
am:raft could not, snap some light-runners. 
a 
• VOLUNTEERS NE_EDED ApRil 4T~ 
FROM 8 A.M. UNTil }p.M. 
foR ARTS ARE MAqic S~ow 
AT THE KENNEdy CENTER foR PERfoMiNG ARTS• FREE BEN & JERRy's lcE CREAM • FoR MORE iNfORMATioN CAll (202)9}9..-5006 
We've Made It Easier For The Class Of '95 To Drive The Class Of '95. LftST MINUTE 
~ THE ALL NEWTOYOTA TERCEL 
,e c· 
via)~, 
\en~ 
nan· 
CIUSj~ fli . Ill More Safety 
Features--.:c 
Dual Air 
Bags 
Side Door 
• Impact Beams 
Better Gas 
Mileage 
JfiMfilCfi 
Hotel Montego 
$299~ 
7 NIGHTS 
•Add $43 CJS Cr Jam. Dcipartarv Taxes 
Prl<'1S pq, ,ONO!! bcU'ld on '-·6 po, room 
Ph.llodHphlo D-i:port11rt: J/.Z S 
~~~-:--- ,1;;) 
C,I,...~ STlll'OltNT 
TRAVEL 
. SERVICES 
120 N. Aurora St,. Ithaca, NY 148S0 
a1i 
blc,bi 
llt\t II 
ness11 
t~i. 
s alil 
li~ 
: AND THE TOYOTA COLLEGE GRAD PROGRAM. 
Y ... Now With Special Financing As Low As 2. 9% APR. t 
Toll free 1-800-648-4849 
ll• IH ... ~• pctw,n ,;.• d occu•11•,y. fl,1 uoi,..:,onotl411'1 
vi• W(lrld All t, ttJo ... ftll.tl._, $4J d9f>QtUl"t t<ue1 
fol ,. ..... ,., 1'" tou,r pcotld ... l\t Q'l,_I fOI <OfflplO!O 
1•••1 -d cOfldlllOfll , 
GAY & LESBI;;(-
~11011/-
HOTLIN 
. , There's ~o better way to enter the work force than behind the wheel of the all -new, always dependable Toyota Tercel. 
. And 11 s easy with Toyota's special college graduate program ... just choose Toyota's special financing or get Toyota's premier rate', 833-323 
with no down payment, no payments for 90 days .. , and a year of free roadside assistance. Just see your participating Toyota dealer for all the details. M PlU(~~lli,J w_ M( IIU,t o+l'-1.lOISlt'•ICli i,.f0,'1,1,lle,N~lrt,f.4~ 
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WE'RE MAKING IT EASIER FOR COLLEGE GRADS. 
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here's a world 
beyond your campus 
Discover Africa: 
• Contemporary African experience seminar 
• Extensive field trips 
• Live with Zimbabwean hosts 
• Independent study and internships available 
• Financial aid available 
Harare, Zimbabwe 
Call now for more information. 
Su also h as Ce n ters in Italy, Spain. France , and England. 
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 
RNATIONAL PROGRAMS ABROAD . , 19 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, New Yolk 132444170 
1-800-235-3472 • DIPA@suadmin.syr.edu 
The Knowledge Cont;inue6 ... 
ONE ACCORD 
THE CREATIV E RESOU RCE GRO U P 
Present5 
SHARING THE KNOWLEDGE 
Entertaihment 101 
WRITING FOR TELEVISION & FILM 
Guest Panelists include: 
.1 Gita Prince . Exec. Story Edl't;or, SWEET JUSTICE {NOC), 01;her credits: South Central, 
ra. 
ta! 
A Different World 
~ Evane . Producer, MARTIN (FOX), 01;her crediU: WrfUr, l'HIN LINE (feature for 20th 
: Centur,o Fox) 
'SI 
;b 
ic 
ic 
10 
b 
ly 
. 0 
d 
Bennie Rleh l>urg. J r.- Producer, FRESH PRINCE OF 6EL AIR _(N6~). 
OUter crcdite: Writer, The Annoyln9 Houee Gueet (feature for new line cinema) 
Eun~ 6oone • Exec. Stor,o E.:lit.or, LIVING SINGLE (FOX) 
Other credlte: ROC 
SA"fURDAY, M ARCH 25, 1995 
10:00AM • 3 :0 0PM 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY - BLACK6URN CENTER 
s ""- II '" h ~ted i..., Independent Televielon Producer, Stacey Evane. :r '""exciting eomlnor w1 ve Ov v,y 
p 
d 
Topic6 wlll lncludo: 
k • A O,iy In Th<> Life of a 1><:l""151on/fllm Wrttor Takln9 ~ an Agent • Pi~hln0 t:0 The S~u<ll06 an,/ N:'=:k.:'tlng Youn,elf A6 A Writer • Where Tho Job& Ive 
,..,•ntage of Profe&elonol Writer'!> Prog0 ro.;;:e Wrlu Thine ... and "° much mon,I GetUrtg Paid t:0 o " 
Regietratlon Foe: $75.00 
Reecrve your ,space with a $25.00 deposit 
Send 9 money order or check pi;iya~le to: 
ONE A C:CORD 
11601 fe l>ruacy Circle - #301 
S liver 9prln0 , MD 2 0 9 04-
F0R MORE iNFORMAilON, CALL (301) 41 9 - 8170 
@ TOYOTA 
I Love Wba1 You Do J.'or Mc 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT 
. for 
Howard University Students 
ToL1ba African Business Center 
Presents 
Senegalese I-Iair Braiding, Nai ls & Hair Style 
• Com Rows & Curls 
• Invisible Braids & Big Braids 
. • Box Braids & Single Bra.ids 
• Cork Screw & Rasla 
• Senegalese Twists 
• Bob Braids & Casama 
* Fishtail Loop & Bob Style 
• Individual & Stand by Stand 
* Micro Braids & Sill..-y Braids 
• Wenves & Things 
Open All Weck 10 Am to 10 PM. 01i11g chi, Flier anJ gel 10 •• Off 
(202) 723~0866 & (202) 726-8159 ! 
525 Kennedy Street . Washington . DC ~0011 
Appointmenls Available ,Wnlk~lns Welcome rm; pmklllS in the Rear 
Wt . J,t 6tty fittt UIU/ 4 r~mgJ 6 Mtkffl Cktking ~ }tff<tly 
I choss CUL.TUR.Al.. INl'OKMATtON AVAH.lll1.E w 1n1 ,\i'l'111NTMF;•r I 
CELEBRATE! 
Black History Month 
NOT WEARING A 
SAFETY BELT CAN COST 
YOU AN ARM &A LEG. 
It's against the law. So if 
you don't want a ticke~ buckle up. 
Or, you could become broke 
in more ways than one. 
YOU COULD LEARN A LOT FROM A DUMMY,. 
8UCXlE YOUR SAim 8W. 
NoTiekets 
Reguired!! 
Come join the Spanish Club 
in our second movie night on 
March 22, 1995·at 6:00 p.m 
in LKH Room 300 . 
Feature Film ''Women on the 
Verge of Nervous Breakdown'' 
with English subtitles. 
FREE for all students. 
Refreshments will be 
provided!! 
A6 THE HILLTOP March~ 
Blacks Earn Less Money ~o?1e taxpayers face deJ.ai i 
Ill incom.e tax returns 
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Black Malt 
By Janelle Lynette Thompson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Even though Blacks have made 
advances in education, the United 
States Census Bureau shows tl1at 
Blacks continue to earn less money 
than whites. The reports that the 
Census Bureau showed are the first 
major statistical profile 9f black 
families in the U.S. in 25 years. 
0.L. Jernigan, a 44-year old 
father of three and one of only a 
few black appraisers in Dallas was 
not surprised of the figures and 
was curious that the figures were 
not greater. 
"No, the figures do not surprise 
me a bit. There are ,a lot of 6lack 
people who live in poverty. And 
there are a lot of them who do not 
realize thC?Y live in poverty," 
Jernigan said. 
Ttie surveys were taken in 
seventeen states and thirteen major 
c ities, and were partly based on the 
I 990 census. 
Center officials say the reports 
show that threats b)' the new 
Republican majority in Congress to 
cut many social programs were ill-
timed. 
The report shows that although 
blacks are better educated, income 
levels have not increased si nee 
1970, but incomes for whites have 
grown by nine percent over the 
same penod. 
Commerce secretary Ron 
Brown said in a statement that the 
Clinton administration is working 
10 enhance economic opportunities 
for all Americans and is trying 10 
bring new businesses to urban 
areas, help minority entrepreneurs 
1~3 Meridian lntomt or FalJ.time Worktrs with 
Bache-lor's Otgree or Higher 
and expand markets for inner-city 
businesses. 
"We are fighting 10 create an 
environment within black 
communities that will allow our 
most important resource, our 
~ople, to flourish," Brown said. 
'We are figliting to create an 
environment that will g ive our 
families hope, that will teach our 
young how to overcome 
tremendous obstacles and 10 take 
advantage of economic 
opportunities. These are fights we 
must win." 
For the past I 5 years there has 
been much progress for blacks, but 
figures show ihat 73 u.ercent of 
bfacks who were 25 year.; of age or 
o lder graduated from high scl1ool, 
compared with 51 percent in 1980. 
Thirteen percent are now college 
graduates, as opposed lo eight 
percent io I 980. 
However, the median income for 
college-educated black men in 
executive jobs was $46,980. 
compared with $54,680 for their 
white counterparts, according to 
the survey. For black men working 
in sales or professional jobs the 
disparity was even greater, with 
blacks earning $30,000 less than 
salaries paid 10 whites. 
Center officials also alluded to 
threats by the new Republican 
majority congress to dismantle 
many of the affirmative action and 
poverty programs that were passed 
m the last ttiree decades. 
Bertha Laury, associate dean of 
social work at the State University 
of New York in Buffalo and a 
national expert on teen single 
parents, warned that deep program 
cut by Congress would not help 
blacks. 
·' As we watch the Republican 
party institute its changes, the 
people who are going to hurt the 
most are those at the poverty level." 
Laury said. 
Roderick Harrison, chief of the 
rdcial statistics branch of the 
Census Bureau said he was 
encouraged by the increasing 
education level of blacks. 
"More education does clearly 
pay off," Harrison said. 
Some promising information 
from the Census Bureau is blacks 
have made a sizable gain in the job 
market and in December, the 
unemployment rate for blacks fell 
below ten percent, a 21-year low. 
Within the last three decades, 
blacks not on ly have landed a 
greater share of corporate jQbs, but 
moved into management. 
Rene Redwood, executive 
director of the Glass Ceiling 
Commission believes that blacks at 
the senior corporate level are more 
the exception than the rule. 
"A fncan-Americans move 
upward but never get the CEO 
P.osition," Redwood said. 
'Between 1965 and 1995, we have 
made some progress but 
statistically, it has not been that 
significant." 
Many obstacles prevent blacks 
from moving into management 
ranks, experts say. Those include 
poor .recruitment and training and 
a lack of mentoring. What does 
this mean to Howard University 
s tudents? It means that s tudents 
need to be flexible in their 
relationships with their superiors, 
be assimilated with more than job, 
do more than what they are asked 
and always go the extra mile. 
P roposed bill takes shot 
a t parents who don't pay 
who went on welfare nearly 27 strongly support the bill. The 
By Jonathan Wharton years ago_ when her husband failed Association for Children for 
Hilltop Staff Writer to P.ay child support. Enforcement of Support s1:f!!sses it 
'Jwo lawmakers from opposing 
political parties in the Kouse of 
Representatives have co-sponsored 
a proposed bill that would require 
the Internal Revenue Service 10 
collect child support by 
withholding earned wages of 
delinquent parents. 
"This is an affordable solution, 
a rifle shot and aimed directly at 
serious and burgeoning social 
, problems," Rep. Henr_y Hyde (R-
Ill.)1 the chairm_an of the House 
, Jud1c1ary Committee which would 
have oversight in the bill, said. 
The Uniform Child Enforcement 
Act of 1995 would authorize the 
£RS to establish a national registry 
of child sup~rt claims. It would 
withhold child support payments 
from an absent parent's paycheck. 
Rep. Lynn Woolsey (D-Ca.), 
who ,s the other co-sponsor, was 
also once a single, working mother 
The curren1 state-by-state would save tax payers b,Ihons of 
su1,>p0rl system 1s punishing our dollars and would reduce child 
children and bankrupting our poverty by almost 40 percent. 
welfare system." Woolsey said . Yet there was another bill 
Both Hyde and Woolsey pointed confronting the child suppon issue. 
out that the current system fails 10 The Congressional Women's 
collect the $5. 1 billion in child Caucus bill would have required 
support which results in unpaid s tates 10 track down 1,>arents who 
amounts yearly. Almost one-tbird were delinquent in their payments. 
of these parents make it even more But states have only been able to 
difficu)t. on the families and local collect 18.2 percent of the money 
authonues by crossing state Imes. owed 10 the parents and children. 
The bill would require all ''This is a more comprehensive 
em1,>loyees file n_ew W-4 forms with bill and a stronger one for parents 
the!r employers and officially and children," Hyde said. 
decide ,~hether. they arc subject to If the Hyde-Woolsey bill passes, 
w~ge w1thholdrng allowances for the admimstrati ve costs of states 
ch1ldsuppor1. T_he_employe_rw(!uld tracing parents would eliminate 
then _process _this mformauon 11110 $_900 million in federal grants to 
a national registry computer system finance sta te support service 
est~bl!shed ~y the~~- . agencies. 
II •.s a nauonal c~ISJS demandmg Hyde said, "We cannot continue 
a. nau_onal solution, not JUSI to s11 on our hands while this 
tinkering _around the edges," problems gets away from us." 
Woolsey said. 
Children advocate groups 
KOFA IS BACK! 
The highly acclaimed film by 
Howard University's 
own Haile Gerima 
has returned to the District for 
a limited time at the 
Foundry Theater, 
2 blocks south of 
Thomas Jefferson and Wisconsin 
Streets, 
(in Georgetown near C&O canal) 
Tickets are only $4.25. 
"GO BACK 
TO YOUR ROOTS!" 
-
of issues identified will determine we already have and 1111 
By Jan~lle Lynette Thompson 
delays, not taxpayer demographics. allowance or disallowancc ~-
-It is also im§ortant to understand refund claim. However, if \\t 
Hilltop Staff Writer that the IR scans returns for to conduct an examinatin th< 
taxpayers who may be eligible for determine the correct refund 
Many college students who were Earned Income 1l1x Credit (EITC) taxpayers will receive a su~ 
ba· 
hoping to receive their income tax and who have not claimed the nouce," an official said. Gu 
money by spring break will have to credit. We will send payments The fRS admits it did by 
wait. where appropriate." specific reasons for the ret, dei 
The Internal Revenue Service is Some taxpayers mah have only procedure in notices, but · U11 
delaying refunds because of a partial delays, in whic they may informed taxpayers who mij; res 
growing number of fraudulent and get some monefr, back within a affected. cri 
questionab le refund claims, reasonable time ame, but others "We included informa~ 
estimated to be between one and will rccei ve returns at a later date. possible delays and partial 
bUt 
five billion dollars. Those affected bfl the IRS checks in filmg season cit! 
"We are scrutinizin~ review will receive RS notice given out the public, p:;t 
questionable refunds more close~ CP26 which explains that it is electronic return or~inat ref 
stated a press release issued by e delaying part of or the entire refund did not discuss speci 1cs aboi }iu 
IRS. ''Refunds are being delayed on because it is reviewing the screens, since this could f "'~ (G 
returns with inconrect or missing refundable credit and other attempting fraud a roa ~ 
social security numbers and on questionable information on the avoiding our checkpoinlS," 
frc 
some returns claimin~ refundable return. said. La 
credits to allow additional time 10 "In either case, the refund will Unless the IRS does DOI 
verify the claims prior 10 issuance tnerally be sent withjn 8 weeks entire refund, a taxpa11ert rer 
of the refunds." m the date of the notice," said the ~uests direct defu:tsit wi I lit or 
Although it affects many IRS. irect defil:sit re und. If a~ m• 
Americans, the number of people Those who filed a paper return requests irect de~osit be vi• 
being affected by delated income and are receiving a ~art1al refund receives a lf'/;tial re nd, the• 
refunds is not great.??.???? should receive I eir check. refund wi I be installed by 1 Be 
"The vast majority of the 86 However, those who filed "We were unable to M: 
million taxrayers who receive electronically and opted for direct programming changes so tlud the 
refunds wil get their money as deposit will not receive notice until refund payments would be by6 p~ 
usual if they provide us with . a week or two after receiving the deposit this year. but we ~ WI 
accurate and complete information. partial deposit. have such an arrangement in 
We project that ap~roximately eight If a taxpayer receives a notice, the IRS said. ga 
gercent of total re und returns maS the £RS said it will not be necessary A~yone with addi. 
e delayed," said an IR for the taxpayer to call or write the ~esttons or comments m~~ , 
spokesperson. IRS. e IRS Public Affairs 0 
''It is very important Lo "We will be able to verify the 800-829-1040. 
understand that the nature and type refund claim by using information 
College students urged t~ i 
drive safely, avoid alcohol 
during spring break trips : 
· Greyhound driver for more than 20 7) Carry a flashlight. firsul of 
~
CristeIWilliams years.~e!ped_S.A.D.D.develop 10 and. a l}re extinguisher;.! co 
. . safe dnvmg ups. vehicle in case of an eme 
illtop Staff Writer "I've driven several hundred 8) Wear your seat belt. re 
thousand miles safely, and I always 9) Have fun on your roa~ Ri 
Spring Break is quickly keep these IO driving tips in mind," but remember, the real fun 
approaching, and so is the curse of Neal sai_d. "I hope every spring when you reach your des· a 
preventable car accidents involving break dnver will take a minute to Don't ruin it by drinking. ~ or 
students. Students Against Drunk read t.hese tips." 10) While no one can g Is· 
Driving and Greyhound have _I) Check your oil and engine a safe trip, S.A.D.D. urges th 
teamed up 10 send a message 10 fluids before leaving. Many gas keep these tips in mind. An Is 
spring break travelers: drive safe s tations offer this as a free service, find yourself in a jam, 
and sober. aod it only takes a short time to do. Greyhound's toll-free numbll fii 
A survey revealing the increase . 2) _Plan your trip. Write down 8oo;231-2222, for a bus stopl w 
of''binge drinking" among college dtrect1on~ and take them with you. you. el 
students compelled S.A.D.D. and 3> Bnng along your favorite "lnadditiontodistributingl bi 
Greyhoundtopromotesafedriving music - but make sure you can safetytipson200collegecaiqi 
for spring break. hear the traffic around you. !hroughou! the country, Gre), 0 , 
"Thousands of college students 4) Check out free books on tape 1s running pubhc sen A 
will make long road trips this from the library. announcements on college 1 
spring break. Tragically, every year 5) If driving alone, plan several stations,'' sa id Stuart Robr [it 
there are preventable accidents rest stops to stretch your legs, get a vice president of marke114 w 
caused by young, inexperienced soda or a bite 10 eat. Greyhound, "We urge friend!' el 
drivers," Wilham Cullinane, . 6) Crack a window to let fresh family members to help usf vi 
executivedirectorofS.A.D.D,said. air m,. A stuffy car can cause these tips along." 
Charlie Neal. a veteran drowsiness. 
BLACK COLLEGF.S IN MISSISSIPPI 
UPHELD 
Oxford, Miss. - Mississippi must redistribute 
many of its higher education programs and spend 
about $30 million to beef up its titstorically Black · 
universities, a federal judge has ruled in a 20-year-
old lawsuit that accused tne state of maintaining 
separate higher education systems for Blacks and 
Whites. The lawsuit seeks more money and better 
programs for Black universities. According 10 the 
A~sociated Press, U.S. District Judge Neal B. 
Biggers Jr .. rejected Mississippi's anempt 10 close 
one of its three Black colleges as part of its plan to 
end segregation. He also ordered the state to 
establish one set of admissions s tandards for all eight 
of its universities. The standards now vary from 
school to sch~I, _with Jes~ stringent requirements at 
the Black IOSUIUU0nS. ''It JS a good decree as it 
relates to the first step," said A.lvin Chambliss, the 
a11orney fo_r tbe Black colleges in Mississippi. 
Biggers said Tuesday that although the state can 
close either school for fiscal or other reasons, it 
cannot close them as part of its desegregation plan. 
MURDER AND DISMEMBERMENT 
El Paso. Tux.as • Police are piecing together a 
mhstery mvolvmg the gruesome murder of a woman 
w ose body parts have been found in public places 
tl)roughout the city of El Paso and New Mexico. The 
d1snJembered body was identified by the victim's 
family as Susan Hahn Bradley on Feb. 21. Family 
members were alerted by a composite drawing 
released by authorities of the dead woman. Bradley's 
body parts were found wrapped in plastic and 
cardboard ~oxes. The time and place of death have 
not been disclosed, but ac_cording to police, Bradley 
had been shot repeatedly m the chest with a 
handgun. 
BR~WN'S DAUGHTER RECEIVES MONEY 
Washington, D.C. • Commerce Department 
Secretary Ronald Brown is the focus of media 
attention again, tJ:iis time for money his daughter 
received. According to a report in the Feb. 27. issue 
of US News & World Report, Brown's daughter 
Tracey, received $12,000 from his former business 
partner Nolanda Hill. Lawyers for Hill and Brown 
I 
ol 
confirm the payment was in excess of the S403A th 
Brown had already received for selling his sh.ml al 
? company to Hill. The Justice Department is 
inves11ga11ng Hill's financial ties with the forma pt 
Democratic l'arty chairman. si 
FERGUSON CONVICTED OF KILLIN 
TRAIN SHOOTINGS ] 
Mineola, N.Y. - Colin Ferguson, the mnn will • 
shot random passengers of a Long Island comni 'Ill 
train, was found guilty murdering six people dlll 
t~e December 19~3 shootings. Ferguson. acting• 
his own lawyer, refused 10 plea insanity. FollO\\-. 
I 0 hours of deliberation, the jury handed down t 
guilty verdict on 22 counts of attempted murdet . 
wea~ns possession and reckless endangermeotl 
add1t_ion to the murder charges. Ferguson was c, 
acquitted of 25 counts of civil rights violations. ti 
a\tft~mgh prosecutors c laimed Ferguson att.acked 
v1c11ms based on race. Survivors of the anack 'IIC Ii 
prese_nt for the verdict. Ferguson faces possible• 2 
1mpnsonmen1. It 
CARTING AWAY THE DOUGH a 
ti 
BROOKINGS, S.D. • A woman nit by a !111i b 
cart was awarded $35,000 when she claime4 2 
incident left her permanently disabled. The Hy 
grocery cart allegedly hit tl1e woman in theJ " 
causing problems with her elbow and neck. 'The r, 
?W!Jer argued that the store was not negligent' a 
mc1dent; however, the jury awarded Meyer $35.~ 
the $500,000 she sued for in 1992. E 
ELDERS SPEAKS ~r BLACK FAj ~ 
CONFERENCE ~ 
HAMPTON, VA. - Former U.S. Surgeon ~ 
Dr. Joycelyn Elders will give. the ke.ynote ad~ 
the !7th annual Black Family Conference _pie ~ 
session on Wednesday. The theme, "And Still 0 
Rise: The Strength and Vision of Women of C 
will focus on the accomJ?liShments and contri 
of women of color pertaming 10 the structure, 
strength ~d v!llues of the ~amily. Session topi 
mclucle c1v1I nghts and pohncs, education h 
issues and media and journalism and othe~. 
aim of th_e conference is to "provide [youth] · 
1nfor!nat1on, not make choices for them," acco 
to Michele Woods-Jon. es, youth coordinator F 
more information, call 727-5401. · 
Compiled by Gloria McField 
~~17, 1995 
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By Patricia Hard in 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
r? ----------
Qet(I l)uriog the las t 35 years, 
,n to ~'ll8llds of merc_iless kill ings 
due, 111 been committed against 
lUeo1 ~Ian Mayan Indian citizens 
,1 1. , l!lc Guatemalan government ~- , de! ppte the passage of last year's 
steZ i.:td Nations resolut ion. The 
ht be ,ouoon makes it an international 
,JIC for countries to commit :k: inan rights atrocities against its 
' ·a1s --:r~ Ibis was the prevailing belief of 
.• We ~llltives from the Guatemala 
it 0111 118111 Rights Commission/USA 
th0$t (l!RCIUSA) at a recent nilly in 
P
1
~ Jttt of the White House at 
e I\,) J1yette Park. 
ildan l)iana Orti z. a GHRC/USA 
who ~nllltive, said many have died 
cei1i ,u~c been tortured by the 
P8YQ' iJUtY as a rcsuh of political 
,only ,iknce within the country. 
:condh k. pJSC thousands of Guatemalan 
ec. th . nate 11)1DSOppose e current regime. 
1 lxxh ~ aic being hunted down by 
direct .-uiliwy forces and killed along 
ect to ,etbeir fami lies. 
the most tragic and well-known 
m_assacres in Guatemala. the 1982 
R,o Negro Massacre. 
" I am a survivor of the Rio 
Negro massacre," said a man who 
would_ on ly identify himself as 
Agustin out of fear that he or his 
family may be captured by 
t t .• •.. '!4 ·--, 
~ .... ,::; . -· . ~ •.• ;-- •• > • ; . ·•~~-
. ~>-::--
... ·"' ~ :· 
Guatemalan government officials. 
"They [the military] grabbed 
children by the feet and cracked 
their heads across the rocks. They 
raped many women. They burned 
our houses and robbed all the 
animals from the Rio Negro 
community. We were left on the 
streets with nothing. And I am here 
to see to it that the Americans make 
them pay for their actions." 
After a moment of silence, 
Harvard-educated lawyer, Jennifer 
Harbury, was brought to the stage 
and applause rang out across the 
park. 
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Harbury, whose husband 's 
disappearance in Guatemala three 
years ago prompted her to go on a 
32-day hunger strike as a form of 
protest against the Guatemalan 
governmen t, will once aga in 
resume her fast until the United 
States pressures Guatemala to 
release her husband. 
"J am no t going to stop my 
hunger s trike until his case is 
solved. Maybe he is alive. Maybe 
he is not. But at least we will know," 
a determined Harbury said. 
"Maybe my hunger strike won't 
work, but I cannot stand by and 
acquiesce." 
Harbury is married to Efrain 
Bamaca Velasquez, a Guatemalan 
Mayan Nationalist, who had been 
fight ing for equa lity for 
Guatemalan Mayans prior to his 
disappearance. f Reports came to Harbury from 
.!! the Guatemalan government stating 
~ that Velasquez had been killed in 
_§ combat in 1992. But, after finding 
1, the body of an 18-year-old boy in 
suggesting that she is correct, 
Harbury pleaded for assistance 
from the United States. 
After taking this information to 
the Organization of American 
States, Congress and other human 
rights groups, Harbury was assured 
of her husband's release. But 
according to Harbury, no steps have 
been taken. 
"We [the U.S.] have a huge array 
of s teps we can take, instead of just 
talking. Why don't we impose 
sanctions? Sanctions worked in 
South Africa. Nelson Mandela is 
president. We have 10 put a price on 
human rights- we have to say they 
mean something," she said. "Since 
there are so many things we can do, 
I am not willing to give up my 
hunger strike." 
Alicia lxcot, 19, a student at 
Long 'Irails University in Vermont, 
came to show support for the 
protest movement. 
996,• ~ the rally las t Sunday, many 
. to commemorate one of Protestors carried signs bearing pictures of refugees like Efrain Bamaca Valasquez, 
tonal a Guatemalan Mayan Nationalist. 
the grave where her husband was 
said to be buried, Harbury is 
confident her husband is alive. 
After receivi ng CIA documents 
"It affects me personally because 
I am Guatemalan," she said, "We 
left Guatemala for the same reasons 
the speaker [Augustin] spoke about. 
My uncle was killed and my house 
was burned. We are political 
refugees." 
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By Joseph F. Glasco 
"Hilltop Staff Writer 
f<>il war ha~ escalated as 
:.illllt Islamic fundamentalists 
,!the army-backed government 
Algeria vie for control of the 
.Q'y. 
\icording to Eric Goldstein, 
,arch director for the Human 
qllsWatch/Middle East division. 
, Washington D.C.-based 
;iruzation, fundamentalist 
:rue groups with names such as 
1 Islamic Arms Group and 
Ilic Salvation Party. continue to 
~ llr political power they feel 
1111olen from them in the 
ms canceled by the military-
md go,-ernment in I 992. 
'Ille source of the conflict is 
111 who is going to govern 
llpia. In the first round of voting 
11992), aft.er the fundamentalists 
qllld the government canceled 
mis .. . they felt they had their 
my robbed from them," he said. 
llchio Foote, executive director 
idrConstituency for Africa, said 
tecmomic situation in Algeria is 
,u contributing factor to the 
!Im! crisis. 
1be economic and political 
allioM in the country generated 
the climate for radicalism in the 
country;· he said. 
Foote also said the decision by 
the Algerian government to cancel 
elections was an attempt to disrupt 
legitimate political processes 
within the country. 
"The current government put a 
halt to the election and disbanded 
the political process when it 
became apparent that they 
[Algerian government) would 
lose," he said. 
The resulting three-year power 
s truggle has left 30,000 dead, 
including 6,388 civilians- killed 
last year alone. Also, some 
foreigners have been ldlled. 
Most recently, in January of this 
year, 42 people were killed and 384 
were wounded in Algiers when a 
suicide bomber blew himself up 
outside the city's police 
headquarters. 
Reda Musa was a policemen 
killed in the random violence of 
December. He was murdered after 
two men escorted him from a cafe, 
and shot him in his throat and heart. 
Musa 's wife reported 15 soldiers 
were killed in similar fashion 
during the firs t two days of the 
Islamic holy month of Ramadan. 
Government police have not 
been the only targets of random 
violence. The Algerian Army, and 
members of the Gendarmerie, or 
special police, have also been the 
targets of violence. Intellectuals, 
teachers. feminists, artists, and 
journalists have also been killed. 
"Security force people, civilians, 
and intellectuals have all been 
victims . .. no one is spared," 
Goldstein said. 
The war is taking its toll on the 
people of Algeria. Many citizens 
feel powerless about the political 
situation and their ability to change 
what is going on, Foote said. 
"The masses of people have 
been left out of power; the masses 
are downtrodgen," he said. 
Learned Dees of the National 
Endowment for Democracy feels 
the conflict in Algeria is due to 
extreme positions taken by both the 
Muslim fundamentalists, and the 
military-backed government. 
"What you see [in Algeria] is 
t,vo different extremes. You see the 
worst of the brutal oppression by 
the military-backed government, 
and you see another extreme 
amongst the fundamentalists who 
see anyone not in agreement with 
them, as a possible enemy. The 
masses are caught in the middle," 
Dees said. 
International week celebrates 
eultural diversity at Mecca 
Br. Nlcole Mason 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Sclidarity. open-mindedness and 
lint awareness are the goals of 
lllyear's Howard University 
lrnlalional Week , said Darryl 
!igter, the assistant director of 
l!llational Studies Services. 
'Often times people are not 
lltof other cultures outside of 
ti! own. They pass judgment 
ltldoo unfounded assumptions;· 
~ said. ''International week 
ll~fully start people on the 
'11d to understanding and 
l\llciatiog different lifes tyles." 
1trcngth Through Unity: 
liilgmg the Cultural Gap" is this 
111'1 theme for International 
~ which will begin Sunday, 
~ 19 with a call to C hapel at 
litlin Memorial. Festivities will 
llldadc Thursday, March 23 with 
ipolitical international film and 
"'5sion. 
The main attraction of the week 
is the Cultural Showcase and 
Dinner, wh.ich will be held in the 
Blackburn Center Ballroom. 
Participants will get a chance to 
sample ethnic cu isine at its finest 
and enjoy cultural ly diverse 
entertainment. 
Performers scheduled to auend 
the Cultural Showcase are Fusion, 
a Caribbean band and the Kan 
Kouran West African dance troupe. 
The event costs $5 for students and 
$ 10 for non-students. The rest of the 
functions for the week are free of 
charge. 
Other events include "Crossing 
Cultures," a cultural progr-dlll aimed 
at challenging American's 
perceptions and reactions to a new 
culture Tuesday. March 21. A 
political forum that will feature a 
lecture by Jean Cas imir, the 
Ambassador of Haiti, is scheduled 
for Wednesday. 
J nternational Week is sponsored 
by the International Student 
Services and is co-sponsored by 
several internatio nal s tudent 
associations. Thjs is part of an on 
going effort to educate and 
highlight the cultural diversity here 
at "the Mecca." 
"Americans, historically, are 
culturally arrogant, We find it bard 
to see beyond our own culture;' 
Ziegler said. "It is because of this 
arrogance that we allow ourselves 
to disregard other cultures, but it is 
time to become aware and to 
promote unity." 
Oma wale Elson, president of the 
International Student Association 
agreed with Ziegler by saying 
International Week will provide 
students w ith a better 
understanding of the diversity on 
campus. It will be a time to discuss 
and to celebrate. 
"We hope to build on the success 
of the past and continue awareness 
about international affairs," Elson 
said. 
International Studies Services 
presents · 
CUIJURAL SHOWCASE DINNER 
Blackburn University Center Ballroom 
March 20, 1995 7-10 p.m. Umited Seoling 
S10 General; S5 Student 
Tickets located in Blackburn 116 
Symposium examines media 
portrayal of African women 
B):' Nicole Mason 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
"Although women in Africa 
received little or no recognition for 
the ir strength and courage during 
and after colonial oppression, they 
managed to maintain a vision of 
change," said Ellen Schmidt, a 
professor at Loyola College. 
''There are many parallels in the 
plight of the A,merican woman's 
quest for equali ty and their 
African counterparts." 
Schmidt made these remarks at 
a one-day symposium tit led: 
·'Gender, Cultural Production and 
Development in Africa," March 
10 in the Howard Universiiy 
Blackburn Center. 
The symposium, sponsored by 
the Center for Culture and 
Development in Africa, focused 
on the portrayal of African 
women in the media, women's 
roles in the nationalist movement, 
sexism and polygamy. Topics also 
discussed included gender roles 
and the evolution of women in 
Africa. 
Beti Ellerson, a recent Ph.D. 
graduate of the African Studies 
Department, cr iticized the 
stereotypical portrayal of African 
women in the media and in 
photographs. Her slide 
presentation showed what she 
called the negative and exploitive 
images of African women by 
Europeans. 
"African women have been 
depicted in photographs by the 
definition of European standards 
of Africa," Ellerson said. 
Uzoma Esonwanne, a professor 
at the University of New 
...Brunswick, talked abou t how 
Americans and Europeans view 
polygamy differently from some 
Africans, lo some Afr ican 
cultures, polygamy is accepted as 
the norm because of pre-colonial 
social standards. 
"Views of polygamy are based 
o n European standards or 
thought," Esonwanne said, 
Schmidt also focused on the 
transformation of gender roles in 
the Guinean Nationalist 
movement from 1946-1958. She 
pointed out that women were the 
backbone of the society, but were 
disregarded because of gender. 
However, after co lo nization, 
women sought political 
sovereignty and went against the 
norm, Schmidt said. 
"One of the aspects historians 
try to reiterate, is that despite 
oppression in a patriarchal society, 
women continued to resist the 
colo ni a l rule," Schmidt said. 
"They began 10 speak publicly 
and 10 gain respectability." 
Many who a ttended the 
symposium said it was interesting 
as well as informative. 
"The symposium helped me 10 
understand gender roles and the 
struggle of African women," 
Sonia Minor, a senior majoring in 
biology, said. "I began to realize 
the advantages and opportunities 
I that I have as a woman." 
D'lena Ambrose agreed with 
Minor by saying she now realizes 
that their are many negative 
images of African women and the 
damage from this needs to be 
corrected. 
"We need to work hard on 
redefining ourselves," Ambrose 
said. "Now, not only do we have 
to begin Lo control the way others 
depict us, but we have to ask the 
question is this how we want 
people to view African women in 
LOO years." 
Toronto, Canada 
Donald Francis, MD, one of the fi rs t physicians to determine that the AIDS virus is transmissible through 
the blood, recently told Canadian reporters that creating an AIDS vaccine is scientifically possible, but most 
likely will not be developed because of lack of profitability. According to the epidemiologist, drug 
manufacturers are not enthusiastic about creating a vaccine that people suffering from AIDS will only need 
to take once. Instead, drug researchers stand to make more money developing a continuous treatment. 
Baghdad, Iraq 
Iraqi officials made an appeal to several countries asking them to lift the oil embargo imposed against 
Iraq. The UN imposed an embargo on Iraq's oil exports after Iraq invaded neighboring Kuwait in 1990. 
But, government representatives saidit is time for the UN to lift the ban because the sanctions have crippled 
Iraq's economy. Reports reveal prices for basic necessities, such as food and clothing, have increased 
significantly, making it impossible for Iraqi citizens to purchase these goods. 
Lima, Peru 
International peacekeepers have been sent to Peru as observers of a peace accord, established Feb. 17 
between Ecuador and Peru. The two countries have been fighting over disputes despite the truce. Observers 
from Chile, Brazil, Argentina and the United States arrived in Peru earlier this week and will set up border 
checkpoints that the Ecuadorian and Peruvian military are not to cross. 
Over 70,000 soldiers have been killed and 200 wounded as a result of the conflict. The territory being 
disputed over is a is 600 miles north of Lima, Peru and approximately 200 miles south of Quito, Ecuador. 
Both countries have claimed property rights over the territory. 
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8 iomcdidnal Chemi 1,,1.ry I 
P2wm.1CtudC$ 
RtStth (Ptwm.D.) 12~l. Stsi 
O,up in Society 
Prof. Prnctk,c I~ k. Sn.ilon 
Cli.l\l(tl Ok.ship I. 1 ?wk $e$s 
Social Work 
Macro Soci.al Y•brt Prlctkt 
Oi$plxC'd PopubltOca 
flln & CMd Wt.lf l 
HumBth&SOC'Em II 
p.,,ycbopilhology 
Hu.m;an Sc(u;alily 
O.rt!C1 Sc:n .CC Asm1 
Field 11\.."tuetion II 
lndc-pcndc-nc Study I · VI 
Oisk'ttatioa 
Summer School 
2nd Session 
Undergraduate 
Allied Hu lth Sdtnct s 
1nm, co Comp loch 
Medkine II CU.ship 
Su~pedalt)' Clbll1p 
Et«ta,-e: Clk.$hip 
OS·CYN ClliMp 
Pcdfatric CU,ship 
SurJCr)' Clk,h1p 
Emtrgt«y Med Cll~hip 
fs),:,hiauy Clbhip 
Dir lndcp Study 11 
C1m Radiation Therapy IV 
CIJn R:M.liaooo n,tr:1.py VIII 
A r1s .tnd Scitnc-es 
Afrkan S111-dlt1 
Soc-lal Sdtnc« 
A/n>-Amrrko1t Srwdit1 
lotrO 10 Afro Amer S11.'dits I, II 
Compan1ivt" Bil Lu 
A nlhropotou 
Sc'.\, Role~. and Rclat.On,hips 
Intro to Cuhural Anthro 
0;010,., 
~ncnl 8ioJOl)' II 
CltrmiWJ 
Oc1,eraJ Chcmn11y Ll:.C R,«'11-lion 
Otnttal Chtnti!,uy I.AR 
Srtda) Lab Projects 
Orgaruc Cbcmhtry LEC 
OJttink CbC'iru.slry LAO 
Ph)sh!al Chtn,1\tty LEC 
Pb)·si,cal Chemistry LAB 
Chem l-lith SC'i LEC Rttihltioo 
Chem l-leallh Sd LA6 
C:lass1·,, 
Clwku.1 An 
Roman Ch ihtldi0n 
Comprt htMfrt Sdt1tus 
Computcn & Soc-kt)' LEC' 
Co.nputc~ & Soc:icty LAO 
&on.omits 
Prin of Gconomks I. II 
St:ul-stic~ I 
English 
Frt~1nan &.gh~ 
Afro Am Lit 
Hls1or1 
8 1.k Di~pora I. JI 
US. Hi~lory to 1877 
MOJ.htmatks 
Colkge Algtbn I, II 
Prccikulu.s 
Calculus !or Arth & LA. 
Ca.kulus I. 11, Ill 
Prob & S t:atistks I 
MOOtrn l.A1ttd,l;t1 
Swahili II 
)'brubJ II 
Span,ish I. U. Lil, IV 
lnten Span I 
Pttnch I. 11. Ill, IV 
Phys(rol Educotion and RtcrNrtion 
Beginning S"'imm,ng 
lntmn«liate Swimming 
Slimn:tslk!-i 
Weight 'n'aining 
Aerobic Dance 
IS: lodepcncknt Sludy 
Addic:thee Be~vk,r 
Intro to 'lbuti.s:m 
Heo.ltb Sc:itocc. 
Crisis Health 
IS: Fin. Mgmt, Us. Ser"< 
IS: Prob. Sblv. in Thcrp Rte 
Sociology or Lc:isutt 
Ctn. Phys. LECILAB/REC 
Phys for S<l & Eng LECJREC 
l'bys S<l. & Eng LAB 
Polldcal Sdtnc.~ 
Intro Polit.cal Sci(l'l(:e 
Nat'I Gov't or I.he U.S. 
State and Local ao... ·, 
African NatiooaJism 
lntern,hip II 
Pi1cholou 
Intro 10 Plydl(>logy 
Res Methods & Suau II 
Abnomw PsycholoSY 
Oeveloprocot Psyc,h. 
Psycholoilcal 'lbting 
Personality 'Theories 
Oeo Social Psych. 
Sod"'"V 
lnlf'O IU S(x-io 
l;lem s taUi.tK$ 
,SOC'io or Arro-Am 
Prob ol" Olk Comm 
Uusintss 
F'irwK'iAI Ateot1n1iog 
Cost Accooming 
M.ana,&trlal Accoontm& 
Principle of Ftnnnct 
Financi:al Mana,gcment 
Managtri tJ BcoPomics 
Ou.sincss f-1ue1uatiom 
8U-.)il)('S.t Policy 
Princirk of ManagcrMnt 
Orgaruul-i<>o:i.l Beha\ tor 
Maitclil'tC Re~:mh 
f lnt- NtJ 
Pr-Jii:ticum: fM()I) 
Fic.ktwork: F.i.~kxi 
Intro to 'The:urc 
Thttl l'C History JI 
Nu.ning 
Nsg Can: Ch1ktbtJChil~r 
Medal•SurJ;ical Nsu 
lnlro to N$g 
Theo fwnd Prof N,g 
Graduate 
Grae.tu.ale Schoo' of Arts and Scitn<'H 
Ajrlco.n Sludln 
Thesi.s RbCMCh 
A1'tltrop()IOf1 
Scee, Roles, a,nd Rtlacmships 
Clrt,nUtr1 
r.te'ICWt'h fl'l(Jf Chern MS 
R.eseW Anal ~ MS 
R.e~a.tt'h Ori Chem MS 
R~areh 8 iOC"hc-mbtf) MS 
Rt:!>t::t.rt'h Phy Chc-m MS 
Re~arcb lnor Chem Ph.D. 
R~arth Aaal 0,tm Ph 0. 
R,e<;t'.an:-h Or.s Chem Ph D 
Re-.catt'h Biocbcmmry Ph.D 
Rc~art"h Phy Chnn Ph,0 . 
Pb,0 Oi»crlMiOl'I, 
&on.omiN 
Ph O. Di~scrtahon 
Ugi1ttrri1tt 
M.l!>C('l'S Thcs.s 
:i,),ttm, & Comp Sci: Sp "lbp.;." 
H11mo.1t ( OM11t111'icoll01t St'IUli.n 
11,csi.s £.\C'CUhOn 
'fbn.i,.. Con11ooatioo 
De\ Co«tm fa'll 
lbp ~m in Comm 'Thcoc) 
Diu,tt13,tion 
Mo,d,-rn Utn1uo1t1 
GracJ Read S~lls 
,\1.S. Tht~ii R~Mth 
Ph 0. l'b(-,..is Rc-.c:ate'b 
Ph,slrt 
M S. Thtsis Rew-.vc:h 
Ph.D. Thtfi.i> Re-.tareh 
l'olitkol & ifn« 
PubllC Affair, lnlcnutup 
IS Amer.ctn Oo\-e:rn1ntn1 
IS Publ.C Admi.n 
IS Comp.~ti\C Politics 
IS lntnn:WC'l,n~ Rclao001 
IS l\)lihcal Thcoty 
IS Me1hodr,Lot.), 
D1tffit'd Rc:.,.e;nh (M.A.) 
IS Obd, Pu&1tie".\ 
l);rc,;1«1 R"on;h (l'b l)l 
IS Po110.:al h:M(M'ny 
s.,.,,.,,, 
l::.lcmcnt.ar) Slahi.ti>I.-.. 
Sociology of A.fro-Am 
Pn;,t,lc:n" ol 8l•d• Conun 
Sr,<iallopocs 
Bu.sintss 
Fioandt.l AccountmJ 
&onAn.-1 1 
Ec..100m.c-1o 111 
8u)incu Policy 
Divinity 
Hdittw Ill 
Nt" lht.uncnt Grtc.._, II 
OS. Old lbtamcnl 
0 S. Nev, ~)lament 
0 S. O.urch ~ h}tl'lr)' 
lfotory of 8 lad: Chut'ffl 
D.S. Theology 
DS. l!ch10:) 
Soc:ic>lol)" of Religion 
O.S RtliJ.otl &. ~ 
Intro to Prtachlna: 
D.S. Pa\tflr:tl Care 
OS M1na,tf) 
DirN:ttd Sh•"> 
OS F.\nh Dc\'flop 
01rte1ro Study 
0 S. Old 1c~mc-nt (D~tlN) 
D.S. Ne• Tcsaament (D'-'IN) 
A,i:ut & An'l(rican Church 
D.S. Hist of Bil. ~h (OM IN) 
O.S, Cbun:h Hist«)' (O~IIN) 
DS. Th«>loSY (DMLN) 
D.S. Ethic, (O~UN) 
0 .S. Rel & P<r<oa (DMIN) 
0,S, Mini~uy (DMI.N) 
0~1U-: Sctniur 
P~u.t CM Need AM<"n 
Prof Minimy Scm 
O~tlN Proj Pltp 
D~11N Ru & Wri1in1 
Pharmacy and l'harm;ae,al SdtnC'ff 
Utomed,cinil Chcrni~r)' II 
Ph)',1,:al Ph:arm:acy 
Pharm.k'y & US. Hc:allh Catt: 
Sco\ln.u-
Rc:<.ciU'ffi (Ph!ltm.0.) 
Drugs in Societ y 
Clinico.J Clkship I 
SodilWork 
Hum Beh & Soc £cw II 
Fam & Child Welt I 
Fam & Cbild Wc:lf1 
Hum lkh & Soc Eftv ti 
Pliychopatbology 
Hum.an Sc,r;uiH1y 
0:)t.a AoalY$is for Soc Workers 
Corupu'krs in Social Wl,)l'I( 
lndep<1'<1,n1 Soudy 1. v r 
Disscnnt.ion 
March 17, 
THE HILLTOP A9 
Success Training Institute 
Presents A Seminar on 
The ABC's of Grant Writing 
Seminar Includes ·: 
0 Reference Book - 'The ABC's of Grant Writing Book & Tape Series to be 
used for instruction during the seminar (Retail value $69.00) 
0 How and where to find over 2.000 minority grants, awards. scholar 
ships. and fellowships for s tudents, new businessmexpanslon. 
0 How and where to find hundreds of sources of funding for churches, 
pastors, and minis tries. 
0 Step by step directions and information to write your first 'Winning 
Grant!!" 
0 Follow-up consultation and assistance from our consultant. 
• 
For More Information and 
Pre-registration Call: 
(410) 265-7735 
Howard University Hotel 
2225 Georgia Avenue, N.W. 
Washington. DC 20001 
Saturday, March 18, 1995 
9:00a.m - 4:30p.m 
8:30 a .m . - Registration 
Tickets $99.00 (Must Preregtsterl 
tax deductable 
(Includes Reference Book and take home package of information) 
C)µckcn Winp Styles: 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
International 
Week 
1995 
Sunday. March 19 
Call To Chapel, Rankin Memorial Chapel. 
Se!Vlce Begins At 11 :OOam 
Monday. March 20 
Cultural Showcase & Dtnner Blackbum Center Ballroom. 
7:00-10:00pm 
Share ethnic cuts!ne with old and new .friends while eryoying 
culturally diverse entertainmentfeatwirtg student peiformers. 
Fuston. and the KanKouran West African Dance Company. 
Ticket Price :$5 students $ 10 non-students 
Tuesday. March 21 
Crossing Cultures, Blackbum Center Hilltop Lounge. 
6:00pm -9 :00pm Observe a cultural exercise that challenges 
your perceptions and reactions to a new cul!ure No Fee 
Wednesday. March 22 
Polltlcal Forum, Blackburn Center Reading Lounge, 
4:00pm - 5:00pm 
The forum wULJeature a lecture by Hls'ExcellencyJean eas· 
the Ambassador of Haiti A reception wUlfollow in the Galle,y 
Lounge No Fee 
Thursday. March 23 
International Film and Discussion, 
Blackbum Center Audltortum. 2:30pm - 5:00pm 
View and discuss Sugar Cane Alley. a riveting.film concerning 
the education of a small child on Guadeloupe No Fee 
For Moff information contact the 
Office of International Student Services at (202)806-7517 
Sponsored by the OjJloe oflnJemational Student Services 
Co-sponsored by the Asaln Student Assocfatton. tha Caribbean Stu· 
dent Assodatfon. the Halian Student Association. the lntemo.tlonal Pals. 
the Dean of the Chapel and The lntemaliDflal Affairs Center 
Cl'Jil .. 
Eat IA • Carry O.t •. Free·p~ · 
.234-WING · 
F~ IT.(202) U~94! 
1005 "1.J"' Stred • - (The New "l.l") 
• ' Honn: 
S1111day 12pm • 6pm 
Monday11> Thianday 111.m • 1%11111 
Friday and Satmday 11am • 2am 
s1~.o~:,=~~ 
• Balfalo, The oripnal !"clpe in 4 cempct1Q1te$ 
I. "Mild" 2. •~edjum" 3. "Hof ' .t. "l<.0.'<' • (:ajmu New Orleans 10 ~ bone. . 
• l.a:Don A. hppcn A t,lend of lemon lllld·spices. 
• Parmesa.a.A Carllci . A house favoria,. 
• Splcey 8-8-Qae,'·'Wow! . 
• c~. A lime Cambeln a.-. 
.. 
• ~et You know ·em. So 1rv 'em. · 
HlckMy Smok,tcl'Qaa Summer:, !we. 
1ert;akh 'fbe lrldidon or Japan lives on. 
Teri,Qaet ·Have •Japanese summer, · 
Honey M....-.1, They're s~ yci $0111', 
~ ,ml, •-R.u,dl·o.wm.,, 
Sizes, 
Wins Dinner S6.9S· <Snack~ (10 pcs;}, , S?.99' 
Small (15 pci.) 54.50 ; MediWD (30·pc1. ) 58.75 
Large (~ pcs.) Sl2.99 · · ~-Laiae (60 pcs.) 515.99 
Supreme Tearii (2$ lbs or mor',,) ~1.90 lb. .Qnlled Chiclca! Ciatdtn .Salad S.1,99 
Grilled Chicl:.cn Sllljlwich• $2.89 
-, M.11rtnotl4. (It ""'1' OWR lt'«iol 14WI I 
V~blcs (change dally)r • 
Fresh Com-o!l-<he-Cob. Fm Collard Ci~• 52.25 , $1 .75 
Skin o,i Mulled Potatoes s2:25 Mict.roni and Vel\'fflll Qt- ·SU, 
fmh String Beans 4' p<>UtOe• . S2.2S Fmh Candled YIIIIS S2.2S 
Vcget.tble Plate (choice of 3 vegetable~) SS.9S r~Cabbagc Sl.25 
Side Ordcrsi 
S1.00 · .MoZUftllla Sticks S2.SO 
$1;15 Jl~ Mu>li;oc)ms Sl.80 
$1.50 B~ Zucc/linl. Sl.50 
Pi~s: Sil~ Whole 
Farnou, Sweet Potato SI.SO $7.25 
Famous Pecan Pie· S2.25 SS.50. 
Famous Strawt>erry Pie ·s2.23 ss.,o . 
Beverages: 
Lcrn<>n~ with c:hfflY Sl:$0 F111!1Pwlch SI.SO 
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THE HILLTOP 
Since 1924 
Fun in the sun -- HU style 
Never mind what you learned in junior high geograp~y class. The beginning of the spririg season 1s not marked by some celestial 
arrangement of the Earth, moon and s!'n.- Forge_t about 
those images you have of the planet tilting on 11s axis 
while sun rays be.1m down at a more direct angle. Who 
cares what scientists and other assorted eggheads say? 
The occurrence that truly casts winter 11110 a distant 
memory is not the spring Equinox. It is the appearance 
of herds of Howard students chiUin' across campus. Fun 
in the sun Mecca style. 
So much like wildebeests or Rocky Mountain 
salmon, when the weather warms, brothers and sisters 
at Howaro respond to ticks within their biological 
clocks and migrate from wintertime hideouts to "The 
Yard." The dormitory rooms where sn1dents hibernated 
from winter's frigid bite are graciously traded in for 
shade soaked benches and warm spots on the blanketed 
grass. 
Make no mistake, spring is officially here. 
Just like the rest of you. The HILLTOP is feeling the 
power of the season. There is some mystical quality to 
this time of year that makes everything seem rosy. 
People who have been cranky, uptight, attitudipal 
blowhards all school year suddenly turn into some! of 
the sweetest, friendliest people you'd ever want to 
meet. The HILLTOP has definitely been bit by the 
spring bug, too. Therefore, we have taken a somewhat 
lighter tone this week. We just don't feel like being so 
critical. ' 
This week's weather has been a blessing in many 
ways. Mainly, ic has gi¼en us all an opportunity 10 
experience one of the truly wonderful aspects of chis 
institution. Namely, the invigorating love African 
Americans share with each ocher when we take time 
out 10. Nothing compares 10 a B lack love fest. 
Essentially, cbat is what our annual spring pastime 
amounts to. • 
The sight of hundreds of brothers and sisters co-
mingling ma peaceful celebration oflife on the Hilltop 
is enougll to melt the heart of the most calloused sou . 
Varying shades of exposed brown skio beautify 
this campus more than ·university caretakers ever 
could. Howard men suck in guts that winter's lethargy 
produced while accosting pretty faces gathered m 
front of the Quad. Women sport the brand new dresses 
they have waited all winter to break out. Friends meet 
at their favorite spot to play cards or read poems. People 
eat their lunches under the flagpole whi le watching 
others toss a Frisbee back and forth. 
Such are che images of springtime al Howard and 
every year we are for~ed 10 take notice of how fortunate 
we are 10 be here. Shamelessly, we admit we love th is 
community and all the beautiful people who comprise 
it. 
How cou ldn't we? This is such a wonderful place to 
be in school. This week's gorgeous weather has merely 
spotlighted this fact. 
As we draw nearerto spring break, we can not help 
but look forward to the end of the semester. The few 
short weeks that remain in thi ~ school year will 
undoubtedly be filled with more furl and frolicking. Yet, 
somehow there is a sadness that goes along with 
realizing that the party will soon be over. 
Sadly, our existence within the "Meccasphere" is not 
based in reality. The security we feel here 1s generated 
by the collective knowledge that we've got each other's 
backs. The love we have for ourselves here is apparent 
and abundant. Wd share ii with each other dai ly and 
think nothing of it. To us, it is simply the way things 
should be. 
However. 1 urking just outside our boundaries lies a 
world in which Black people are perpetually targeted 
by a spiteful, racist society. In it, we are forced to be 
skeptical of everyone and everything. If we are 
paranoid. it is a paranoia based on years of lessons 
learned the hard way. Thul we can not simply put our 
guard down and eojoy a warm spring day is an 
unfortunate yet undeniable truth. 
Seniors who wi II be graduating and moving on very 
s0<m are perhaps the most cognizant of this fact. As sad 
as this realization is to them, seniors revel in the short 
time they have remaining here. They realize the bubble 
is going to burst very soon and want to soak up as much 
of the good feelings as they can. 
Ask your graduating friends what they will miss 
most upon leaving this University and, more often than 
not. they will say fellowship, positivity, love and, most 
definetly, spring time on "The Yard." 
When will we wake up? 
We hate to beat a dead horse, but sometimes we n1ust. It is no secret The HILLTOP believes a large portion of the Howard 
University community is grossly apathetic about many 
very important issues 1na1 affect us. However, our 
belief was tragically reaffirmed last week by the 
thousands of students who, for whatever reasons, chose 
not to participate in campus elections. Therefore, we 
feel compelled to address this most debilitating 
phenomena once again because the paltry turnout at 
the polls brings us 10 the sad conclusion chat our 
evaluation ofH'oward s tudents has been on target from 
jump. 
Approximately 2,000 students voted for the HUSA 
President and Vice-President and Graduate and 
Undergraduate Trustee poses last week. A mere 20 
percent of our snidcnt body. What a travesty! 
During a xear that has witnessed such upheaval. 
discord aud frustration as chi s, most would think 
Howard students would feel moved to act. At least, to 
vote. No such luck. 
The HILLTOP has received phone calls, letcers and 
visits from irate and disillusioned students all year who 
expressed their frustrations regarding everything from 
the moratorium placed on campus S,P!!Ukers 10 the 
registrati on process to financial aid mishaps to 
restructuring:We listened to these students, published 
their commentaries, followed-up on their story ideas 
and generally served as the s tudent newspaper at a 
university should. We thought that by chronicling 
campus issues and events which somehow impact our 
students we were providing our readership with the 
informational toofs they would need to shape the 
change they so desired. So what happened? 
Tile candidates for the various e lected s tudent 
offices had a cornucopia of issues and problems to base 
their platforms on. These s tudents saw the need 10 
address these problems and displayed the type of 
courageous initiative needed 10 ameliorate them. Our 
hats go off to all the candidates for showing the interest 
in and expressing their love for our Mecca. Additionally. 
those s tudents who actively campaigned, participated 
and organized the election process itself deserve to be 
commended. We only wish that the greater portion of 
our populace would have displayed a frac11on of the 
concern these s tudents have for Howard University. 
Those of you who chose not to vote deserve noth.mg. 
You should be stripped of your privileges as students. 
Clearly. anyone who does not see the importance of 
playing a role in the charting of our future does not 
cleserve 10 reap any benefits that may come out of the 
process. With the privileges we receive us students of 
ihis insti tution come responsibilities. Among other 
things, we are obligated to rake whatever steps are 
necessary 10 protecl and fortify our future as an 
institution. The easiest and most productive means we 
have of ensuring this is to e lect student leaders who are 
capable, eager and willing 10 undertake the helm. 
Fellow students, we have fumbled the ball. We have 
let a ,vonderful opportunity pass us by. We are saddened 
by knowing the election and campaign process could 
have been much more enlightened, exciting, informed 
and positively driven if more students had been 
involved and interested. How can we continually 
bemoan the state of affairs al chis institution if we 
overwhelmingly neglect our obli_gations 10 it? We must 
sadly concede any future rumblings of dissatisfaction 
corrung from the student body will no longer be viewed 
with such immediate concern. We know now 1ha1 
although Howard students claim 10 be interested in the 
manner in which our school is operated. we really don't 
g ive a hoot. 
Give sisters their props 
Quick, what's so special about March? ls it that it comes in like a lion but goes out like a lamb? Is it that like most months it has 31 
day I that it is the month which ushers in Spring. 
as well as the eagerly awaited Spring Break? No. No. 
No. 
March is special because it is che month reserved to 
honor the multitude of contributions women have 
made 10 our society. Ironically, most people don't 
realize chis, just as they don't truly realize the impact 
women have bad and continue to have on thi s country. 
The HlLLTOP has dedicated itself to picking up 
where most of the Howard community and beyond 1s 
slacking. This month we have tri ed to highlight 
African-American women, their accomplishments, 
issues and endeavors. But honestly, who cares. right? 
We do. And quire frankly, so should you. 
Honoring Afri can-American women is often 
relegated to phony, half-ass lauds heaped upon sisters 
by brothers who would find it hard 1101 to lie to their 
own mother. "My Nubian queen" this, "Sister of my 
soul" that. Such nonsensical and patronizing praise has 
become so commonplace on campus that many of us 
(i.e. Howar~ men) have come to believe ii is appropriate 
and appreciated. 
Thmk again. 
Simply put, women deserve their props. It is our 
intention to give them. But we never realized how 
difficult it could be. For instance, the mere task of 
organizing the "This Month in Black Women's History 
box" proved to be a hefty chore. Sadly, the roles women 
have played in building and betcering this nation have 
gone largely ignored-at least until recent years. Our 
society has a major problem with women. Most sexist 
socieues do. Bue for a nation that professes to be 
enlightened, it is especially sad that ours has done such 
a poor job at recognizing all of our members. 
Does any of this sound familiar? It should. It is the 
exact argument African-Americans advanced before 
the CivirRigh1s tyiovement. ll is the same argument that 
many of us continue to advance today. Why then, is it 
so difficult for us to realize that women are being 
slighted? 
The cutting edge of medical technology is decidedly 
male as women are rarely included in medical resCMCh 
and studies. Even as the mcidents of date rape increase 
exponentially, our society s till refuses to frankly address 
the topic. Women still fontasize about an illusory idea 
called comparable pay for comparable worth. 
A II too often we 1ri vial ize women's issues and 
concerns. When the>.'. complain about it, we label them 
"bitchy" as if to say. 'Sta,r in your place little girls. We'll 
tell you what you need. 
Across the board and in every aspect of American 
society, women get the short end of the stick. However, 
no one's end is shorter than the one Black women get 
stuck with. That is why we want 10 affirm our sisters. 
Particularly during their month. 
To our knowledge, Howard University has planned 
no official program celebrating Women's History 
Month. This is surprising (scandalous?) when you 
consider that women overwhelmingly outnumber men 
on this campus. You would think tbal some official 
recognition of Women's History would have emanated 
from the A-Building, but alas, it has not. 
We encourage our readersh ip to reserve the 
remainder of this month 10 educate yourselves about 
tbe roles African-American women have played in the 
growth and development of this country. We all know 
loads about Harriet Tubman, Rosa Parks and Sojourner 
Truth. Why not learn more about Fannie Lou Hamer, 
Bessie Snuth or Wilma Rudolph? 
Celebrate Women's History Month by talking to 
African-American women. Whal are their problems? 
What are their fears? What do they want? What do they 
need? We must commit ourselves to appreciating and 
respecting the views and opinions of African-American 
women. 
With a greater understanding comes a greater 
respect. Once we respect and view sisters as brothers' 
equals, we will be.able move forward as a people and 
strengthen our nation. 
Ladies, although they express it in odd ways, there 
is no doubt that Black men adore Black women. Say 
fellas, how about trying to put a little more thought and 
meaning behind the adoration? 
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PERSPECTIVES 
Hip-Hop: As 
Am.erican. as 
,weet potatopie 
'li-Nchlsi Coates 
HILLTOP Columnist 
jl lumberjacks seeking to 
,.iateS by ~e".ering branches, 
"'1DIS clainung the sneeze 
,11 the cold. half-baked psand White politicians have 
►taded upon hip-hop in a 
,icrue search for a societa l 
!IP!· Hip-hop artists have 
iistd by White poli1icians 10 
~ \'Otes from Blacophobic 
llel(i.e. the Bill Clin1on-Sis1a 
i .ih affair), and by irrelevan1 
ti leaders who seek to keep 
: being exposed as rebels 
r,ucause. 
'.le anacks on hip-hop 
,.;Jycome from three camps: 
'.lose who arc ignoran1 of 
,n'lll cullure, 2) Those who 
1p,ran1 of hip-hop, and 3) 
\) ,c,!ioare a moronic mix1ure of 
1,0, The \'USt majority of the 
1>.ism of hip-hop· has been 
"! iimplis1_ic ancf unoriginal. 
::.:s 11Wnlam the sexism and 
asii,e violence in hip-hop 
r.:.1ely influences 1he 
,,togy of youn,s people. This 
,.1,but critics miss the fac1 that 
tl'9 is largely influenced by 
1 \mican psychology, which 
mviolence and sexism as two 
, .. , hallmarks. 
;;r:eus inception, America has 
rioleol. II was founded on 
· 'the greatest population 
llmofall time: the wholesale 
mmori of Native Americans. 
l!ica has never gone any )IDl1II period of time without 
- llliooal conruc1. and the idea 
•llllricans c;,:rying guns is as 
116c Bill of Rights. 
11rrica is unequ, vocally sexist 
~wihin this past century were 
111p\'CO the right 10 vole. And 
llllll)'. women are consistently 
111111 sub-human. Rape and 
Ill barassment have some of 
tl'leSI conviction rates of all 
aa1 offenses. Clearly. the low 
•of value placed upon such 
111plays a role in tha1. 
iooe can say sexism and 
i1ce ue part of the American 
M-1tt, and if Blacks are 
llliaos, then ii must be said 
1 Blacks share much of 1hj s 
111et. So when certain rap 
l)llliaveG-stringed, physically 
~·ed women or brothers 
flashing guns i!1 videos, only 
some~ne who 1s ignorant of 
American culture would find ii out 
~f lhe ordina~y. And only someone 
ignorant of hip-hop would say this 
represented an hip-hop. 
These are the first 1wo flaws 
made by most critics of rap. They 
try to. extract 1he music from its 
American context and then try to 
say a few examples characterize 
all rap. The cri1ics then take ii 
further, saying hip-hop encourages 
violence anil sexism. when in 
reality ii is America that 
e~coumges violence and sex ism. 
Hip-hop 1s a reOection of American 
socie1y and 10 blame the art for 
probl~ms i~ society is equivalent to 
blamrng. mirrors for ugly. 
. Th,s ,snot to say h,p-hop is 1101 
111 need of criticism. nor does ii 
excuse lhe elements of sexism and 
gangs1erism present in 1he art from. 
Some critics have correctly noted 
tha1 hip-hop. like other art.forms 
does influence lhe mjnd-set of its 
patrons. But what i:,eople miss is 
that, the fac1 an M.C. would even 
fix his lips 10 attack Black women, 
only serves 10 indicate the s ickness 
inheren1 in American society· for it 
is the society !hat shapes the vii. lues. 
All one needs to ao is examine 
America's melhod of advertising to 
understand the values of 
Americans. Sex and violence sells. 
Ac1ually, scantily-clad women and 
machoistic men sell. You can 1101 
convince me that Luke and Eazy E 
(whose albums are most popular 
among White kids) go gold because 
of their dazzling lyrical Oow. It is 
the sex and violence, which 
America so hungers for, 1ha1 keeps 
them from being stree1 cleaners. 
It is sad hip-hop is receiving 
knee-jerk, reactionary criticism at 
a time when the art is really 
blowing up. Hip-hop is one of the 
most dynamic genres of American 
music. 
I almost c ried in Blackburn last 
year when I heard a brolher flowing 
and he said ·'I'll P in ya' I like 
Magnum." Such creativity is 
inspirational when one turns his 
head to R&B and witnesses lhe 
kindergarten lyrics of one such as 
R-Kelfy. 
The a1tacks on hip-hop are being 
orchestrated by Neo-Puritans 
whose warped sense of American 
values has blinded them to the 
hypocri~y inherent in those _values. 
The sexism and excessive violence 
found in hip-hop is not wlique 10 
bip-bop, but rather unique to 
American society and thanks to the 
mass media, perhaps even world 
socie1y. Only by changing 
American values can !he nature oT 
the arts be changed. 
Face it, the art contains sexist 
and violent e lements, bul America 
is a sexis1 and violent country. The 
negativity found in hip-hop is 
merely the smoke from a swiftly 
expanding fire. 
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Brothers and 
sisters: Let's 
stop the blame! 
, 
:or 
Keisha Ferreira 
!Alr"3ding Erin McKinney's 
· lie ill las1 week's HILLTOP 
· "- "let's 1alk about sex: lhe 
, ~-1 was a bit dis1urbed. I 
' -~n more dis1urbed after 
'!ii"Rcflections: Crushed egos 
ij11 creepin' college men" by 
llsPoweU. Everywhere I rum, 
•li:mbarded with the sexes in 
1Mri:an-American commuruty 
'ilR'kb other apart. 
~lhaveasuggestion. All of 
~!ho feel 1hey have been 
:!!"',misled and backstabbed, 
"II take a good. deep look al 
'-elves. Un1il Jou examine 
~""11 faults an evaluate the 
'. ~ YoU make in selecting a 
Jiasebequiel. 
..,McKinney tries to be frur in 
· ~I she does not 1hink all 
~d males are trifling. 
, ~ she does a good job m 
~!he majority oT them. 
I.''!" example of the way 
"Ill men lie, cheat, and tramp 
' ~!lid.i!J.st goes 10 show their lack 
vi1y," McKinney said. But 
about ihe females these males 
' ~lrilh?ln many cases females 
1'11/ve lhese men are involved !L...i,omeone, or sleeping with 
~ people. African-American 
rmust uphold 1heir integrity. 
!iieii can only ge1 away wilh what 
\ lllow them to get away 
l1!-w lhe conclusion of 1he 
: ~~cKinney cited the movie 
, ~ Daze." Tisha Campbell 's 
, ~er is coaxed by her 
' ~~: bt~ot~~~eP.H~l}~~it'.~ 
"lllley said Campbell's 
charac1er did it to make her man 
happy and thal if she did not do it, 
she would have still been kfoked to 
the curb. In real life, if a woman is 
stupid enough to stay with someone 
who 1clls her to share her body 
with another man, she deserves to 
be kicked to the curb. If making a 
man happy is the center of a 
woman's existence, then she has 
made a choice to give her power 
awl1nfortuna1ely, there is not too 
much I respect about James 
Powell's article. However, he has 
honestly expressed his opinions. 
At least the sisters on this c!lmpus 
will know what 10 expect \f they 
decide to gel involved w,lh hlm. By 
asserting himself as 1he spokesman 
for Howard men, he has made 1he 
illustration that the men of Howard 
' 'just think there are wo many 
different flavors at 1he ice cream 
s tore for him to just choose one. 
Why no1 try them aU?" Africa~-
American men must uphold their 
integrity. Seeking happines~ or a 
renewed ego through sex will not 
bring permanent fulfillment. 
lt 1s crucia l for us to stop 
blaming each 01her. Members of 
both sexes have .fa!1lts, 
inconsis1encies and contrad1ct1ons. 
We must respect each othe~ and 
ourselves and strive 10 seek inner 
peace. . 
To those brothers who v iew 
African-American women as 
different ice cream flavors, perhaps 
someone will do a movie about 
you appropria1ely titled: Jee Cream 
Man: rarewell To The Flesh, 
A.I.D.S. 
The writer is a senior majoring 
in nursing. 
Students can niake a positive 
difference in Ho-ward's future 
Claudia Goodall 
I would like to commend Rashida Syed on 
her Tempo arlicle in T he HILLTOP's Feb. 24 
issue titled "Are we apathetic students?" 
Unfor1unately, the answer is yes. The majority 
of Howard studen1s do not care anymore. They 
just want their degrees. 
Granted, that is what we are all here for, but 
what does your degree mean to you if you can'l 
stand the very inst11ution you received it from? 
Your dislike of Howard should 1101 be 
constantly blamed on the administration. The 
problems we have with long registration lines 
and a lack of financial aid have been presen1 
here for years and, frankly, 1hey are not going 
anywhere anytime soon. 
S1udents may feel like 1hey cannot make a 
difference in the manner in which !his 
university is operated. Well, these students 
surely are not making a difference if they 
haven' t joined any of the organiza1ions on 
campus that are str iving 10 have positive 
influences. Whe1her it's 1he NAACP, HUSA or 
UGSA - join ii. Students will be amazed at 
what !hey can do to make a meaningful 
difference and build up campus morale. 
II is sad to say but Howard students of 
today are not living up to the legacy of Howard 
students of yesterday. The various problems 
that our universily is currently facing, excepl 
for the huge budget deficit that Interim 
President Joyce Ladner has decreased 
tremendously, are not new. However. that does 
not mean that wilh studenl input and action, 
1hings can not be changed for the better. 
The majority of Howard students are 100 
busy primping for c lasses and arriving 30 
minutes late. They are too busy busting out 
walls in the dorms (just a few knuckleheads). 
They are 100 busy to read Hilllopic 
announcements regarding upcoming campus 
events (except for 1he ones for frat or sorority 
parties or a Biz Marhle affafr). They are 100 
busy 10 stop by the HUSA or UGSA office 10 
pick up volunteer fomts in an efforl 10 see what 
they can become a positiv~ part of. 
I have been at Howard for four years and I 
have a lot to be thank ful for. I look al Howard, 
1101 only as 1he place from where I will 
graduate, but also as a place where I have 
become a stronger person m every aspect. 
Ooe of the campus organizations that I mos1 
enjoy being a member is the Student 
Ambassadors. As a member of this group, I 
have the opportunity to talk to studems who are 
eager to come to J-foward for college. Some of 
these s tudents are not even in high school ye1. 
But they know the repulation that Howard has 
and !hat inspires them to want to achieve in 
school so that they can apply to Howard. They 
ask questions about student involvement on 
campus and about school spirit. Every once in 
a wlii le a student will have a question about 
some misguided information they received 
about Howard. Most of the time, they go1 the 
faully information from a Howard student. 
Sadly, the message is often as negative as, 
"Don't go to Howard." 
It is time for us to stand up for ourselves and 
voice our opinions on issues that affect us. 
Don'1 wait until 1he last minute when you see 
yourself being hit directly, bul s1art as soon as 
1he need appears. Make your years at Howard 
more 1hanJust a period of educa1ional growth. 
Str ive to grow poli1ically, mentally and 
emotionally. 
We are the future leaders of1omorrow. Well, 
at least I know I will be. 
The wirer is a senior majori11g i11 socio/og)\ 
Sensitive sisters · should save 
brothers all the sad songs 
T. Alan Bannister 
I am writing in response to the 
Perspective in the March 10, 1995 
issue of The HILLTOP, written by 
Ms. Er in McKinney. I am not 
interested in genin_g into an,r kind 
of meaningless "111 for tat with 
Ms. McKinney or any other female. 
However, I would like to express my 
views on what she wrote. 
As I began to read 1he 
Perspective, my initial thought was, 
"Here we go again. Another wack• 
a-• article comin~ down on the 
brothers of H. U. · The article, 
entitled "Let's talk abou1 sex: 1he 
male one," was just another article 
in a series of Howard male-bashing 
Perspectives. As I read further inlo 
and finally fimshed 1he piece, I 
found my mitial !bought to be my 
concludmg thought as well. 
Why must we, the men of H.U., 
always be subjec1ed to thecons1ant 
name-calling and nasty accusations 
hurled at us by a bunch of 
emotionally distraugh1 females. I 
am not addressing Ms. McKinney 
personally, but I ilo think anyone 
who feels the way she feels should 
gel over it. Stop bealing dead 
norses. 
Sure, there are dogs on this 
campus. This campus 1s far from 
being a perfect nirvana. However, 
many of you peny females tend 10 
disregard the fac1 1hat there are is an 
equal , if not larger number of 
females here who operate the same 
way you claim most of us bro1hers 
do. The reason brothers always 
come out loohlng bad is because 
our sis1ers are simply way too 
sensitive and far too vocal. 
If a brother gets dogged, in most 
cases, he will ei1her aeal with the 
hurt himself or possibly talk about 
what went down with one or two 
close friends. In either case, he ge1s 
over his heartbreak and moves on. 
But don't let a sis1er get dogged. 
She will tell all her friends and 
sometimes even the guy's friends. 
Often her story 1s a heart• 
wrenching, tear-jerking emotional 
thrillec Of course, 1he s1ory always 
details how she was a perfec1 angel 
un1il 1he no-counl brother took 
advantage of her trust and left her 
with deep emotional scars. 
Save the drama! In my four years 
al Howard, I have ye1 to meet any 
female that even approaches angel 
s1atus. 
I do not unders1and how Ms. 
McKinney could draw any kind of 
correlation be1ween chivalry and 
"brown-nosing" (taking a girl out 
wherever and doi ng wha1ever she 
wants)? ~ng a young woman out 
and showmg her a mce ume has 
nothing to cfo with chivalry. These 
are merely initial actions thal carry 
the antic1pa1ion of an expecteil 
reaction. So, unless you are that 
man's lady, or just a really cool 
friend of his, a bro1her is going to 
do what he feels he needs to do 10 
gel the desired results. Women are 
the same way and they know it. 
All of this nonsense about the 
bro1hers of H.U. really needs to 
cease. When are you vengeful 
females going 10 learn that tl\ere's 
1101 enough male-bashing in the 
world 10 make brothers slop doing 
what 1hey feel 1hey have to do. 
Especially when we know about 
you sis1ers out there who are doing 
wha1 they have to do. 
Handle your business sis1ers. 
Make no m1s1ake, I am not mad at 
you. I just wish you would try 10 
enjoy the higher poin1s of life 
instead of perpeiuating all 1hat 
drama abou1 bro1hers being ibis 
and that Do wha1ever you must to 
forge! about the hurl. 
Tire wrirer is a junior majoring 
in biolog)t 
The HILLTOP Board operates 
openly, honestly and fairly 
d.iscuss our concerns and make a decision as a 
Board. 
political grudges. Go strong or don't go a1 all. I 
know this personally. Oronde Miller 
For the past two weeks we have been 
entertained with dialogue from the two 
appHcants for the position of Edi1or-in-chief of 
the I 995-96 HILLTOP. Both have expressed 
their personal feelings abou1 the body 1hat 
governs the newspaper as well as the decision 
that we made. As chairman of The HILLTOP 
Board, I would like to take this opportunity to 
respond to the expressed concerns that the 
process was unfair and that Derricke Denms was 
somehow a victim of Howard politics. 
First and foremost, I will respond 10 1be 
comments that were made in 1he Perspective 
piece written by Mr. Dennis in the March 3. 1995 
issue of The HILLTOP entitled "What's done is 
done." Members of the HILLTOP Board do read 
1he newspaper regularly and (as all readers 
should do) offer comments, suggestions and 
opimons to the Edi1or-in-Chiefwnen they feel it 
is necessary. Mr. Dennis states 1hat some 
members may have been influenced by some 
past controversial articles wri1ten by him. 
Evidently, this shows that Board members do 
stay u~ to date on issues concerning The 
HILLTOP newspaper. 
It was also suggested that the chairman of the 
HILLTOP Board should "invite the input of 1he 
current Editor-in-Chief about the performance of 
the two candidates ... " so that we could have a 
professional opinion of someone who has 
worked with both candjdates closely. Again Mr. 
Dennis falls short in his concerns. The interview 
process allows for each of the applicants to 
make a presentation to and receive questions 
from both the HILLTOP Board members as 
well as interesled non-Board members present. 
After this time, applicants and non-Board 
members arc asked 10 leave so that we can 
Al this time, the current Editor-in-chief had 
1he opportunity to voice her concerns. 
Additionally 1his opportuni1y was given 10 the 
Tochnical Advisor to The HILLTOP, 1he 
Chairman of the De_par1ment of Journalism, and 
the current HILLTOP Business Manager. Each 
has had the opportunity to work with both 
candida1es. 
There was a discussion regarding each of the 
candidate's qualifications and demonstrated 
ability to be an effective Edi1or-in-Chief. After 
the discussion, it was clear that each of the 
Board members was prepared 10 make a 
decision. Subsequently, 1he Board voted. The 
entire process was open, fair and hones!. 
As for members walking in and ou1 during the 
io1erview process, none oT the Board members 
missed his interview, all of the members were 
given more than enough time to read and 
question the candidates' supporting materials 
and the two members who entered la1e were 
familiar wjth each of the candidates~In addition, 
while the vo1eofthe Board was not unanimous, 
it was by such a margin that there was no 
uncertainty as to who we felt was the better 
applicant for the position. 
As for lessons Mr. Dennis may tell his 
children and grandchildren, I would like to offer 
!his advice: Whenever you do something in your 
life, make sure it is done so thoroughl:Y. that no 
one can doubt your credentials, ab1li1y and 
dedication. Never be so confident tha1 you fail 
10 tighten any loose ends. Mosl of.all, never be 
so confident that you fail to see the strengths of 
someone else and show respect for them when 
it is due. Everyone cannot oo every1hing in this 
world at the same time. Anytime your fate is 
r.
laced in someone else's hand, make sure you 
eave no room for doubt, que.stion, or even 
I commend each of the candidates on their 
demonstraled ability, leadership and initiative. I 
can say 1hat both of the candidates have the 
potenttal to become great journalists and I wish 
each of them the bes1 of luck in 1heir future 
endeavors. I an1 confident tbal The HILLTOP 
s1aff will support the decision of The HILLTOP 
Board and continue to contribute their besl work 
as they have been doing all year. 
I would also like to lake this opportunity 10 
commend Portia Bruner, the current HILLTOP 
Editor-in-Chief, for producing the most widely 
read and respected college newspaper anywhere 
in this nation. (The HILLTOP won an award last 
semester). She has demonstraled the dedication, 
leadership. professionalism and journalistic 
ability necessary to produce The HILLTOP 
which is also the larges1 newspaper produced 
amo11g the nation's h1s1orically Black colleges 
and universities. Even Ms. Bruner will admit that 
she cou ld not have accomplished this feat 
withou1 the dedicated and 1alen1ed staff that she 
has. It is this spirit that I am confident will 
ultimately prevail in order to continue the 
successes of The HILLTOP and make any 
changes tha1 may be necessary to make ii an even 
better pubHcation for the Howard University 
family. 
As chairman of The HILLTOP Board, it was 
necessary for me to defend the members of the 
Board and show the professionaHsm and concern 
that we have to ensure the best pubHcation as 
possible for the Howard commumty. I thank you 
for your time. support, concern and commitment 
to this very fine pubHcation. 
The writer is a senior majoring in e/ememary 
educarion. 
Michael Jordan: Will he or won't he? 
Daemon L. Smith · 
Will he or won't he? And if he 
will, when? The entire sports world 
has been on its ear for the past week 
awai1ing the answer to this 
q uestio n: Will Michael Jordan 
come out of retiremenl and return 
to the Chicago Bulls? 
A multitude of r umors surround 
the possibility of Air Jordan 
returning 10 the basketball court 
The fac1s are that he has officially 
retired from baseball and has been 
practicing with 1he Chicago Bulls 
for nearly a week. 
No one but Jordan himself 
knows for sure if he will return, but 
a Chicago radio s1ation repor1ed 
that Nike sent 40 )?airs of Air Jordan 
basketball shoes m Jordan's size to 
the Bulls' office last week. 
Some say that Jordan's return to 
the hardwood was il)evitable. Soon 
after his retiremen1, Jordan decided 
10 trade in his jump shot for a 
baseball bal when he tried out for 
the Minor League baseball team, 
the Chicago White Sox. And now 
he is finished with baseball and 
possibly soon to return to his true 
calling. 
Some argue that Jordan is the 
best player to ever set foot on 1he 
basketball court 
It really does not matter if he is 
the greatest or not, the facl of the 
matter is that Jordan did things on 
the court that no on e lse did. He 
brought his special flare and 
excitement to the game of 
basketball and whether people 
admit it or not, Ibey miss it. 
Since Jordan's departure, 1he 
Bulls have become a mere shadow 
of the championship terun they once 
were. Wilh the loss of Forward 
Horace Grant and Forward/Cenler 
Scott Williams to a free agency, 
and the retirement of John Paxson 
and the trading of Bill Cartwrigh1; 
Michael would reiurn to a team 
with only three 1eamma1es left from 
the championship years. All-Siar 
Sconie Pippen still remains despite 
his requesls to be traded, while 
Guard B.J . Armstrong and Center 
Will Perdue are still wearing Bulls 
uniforms. 
The Bulls are currently hovering 
around .500 but who knows what 
type of improvemem Jordan could 
make to their record. Even more 
interesting is the possible changes 
Jordan's return could make in the 
playoff picture in the Eastern 
Conference. 
Jordan's return could quite 
possibly shake up the whole 
Eastern Conference playoff picture 
if he decides to come back. 
The National Basketball 
Association is full of young talent 
that are fast becoming supers1ars ii) 
there own right. Seanle's Shawn 
Kemp, Orlando's Ar:fernee 
Hardaway and Detroit's Grant Hill 
are just a few of the rising stars tha1 
are mak ing noise around the 
league, but none of them is able to 
create the exci1ement tha1 fans goi 
from watching Jordan. 
No one knows wha1 is in the 
future for these bright young stars 
but fans do know that !here will 
never be another Jordan. And there 
is a deep desire in the heart of every 
basketball fan 10 see 'His Airness' 
play once again. 
The writer is a freshma11 
majori11g in business managemellt. 
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LaMonte Geddis 
Junior Elemen-
tary Education 
Queens, NY 
s, but only if alumni 
ive back. However, 
hat's not going to 
happen if Howard keeps 
treating students like 
they're not wanted. 
I 
Keitha Pansy 
Senior 
Accounting 
Little Rock, AR 
No, because Howard is continuously suf-. fering from budget 
shortcomings, and since 
we don't have alumni sup-
port to counteract these 
problems, Howard Univer-
sity must depend on fund-
ing from the government. 
Compiled b y Monica Lewis 
• • 
• • • 
Stephanie Carr 
Junior Public 
Relations 
Oakland, CA 
s, but it will take 
rganizational 
estructuring and a 
whole new attitude by the 
University. 
Donya Smith 
Junior English 
Bloomsfield, Ml 
T:e University is not in a position to do so. Wrth-out federal assistance, 
tuition would be raised. I 
think they're at a point 
where they realize this. 
THE HILLTOP 
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Ayana Robinson 
Junior History 
New Orleans, LA 
I don't think it is possible. We need to be realistic about the situation and 
realize that we don't get 
the alumni support neces-
sary to become indepen-
dent. 
Is it possible 
for Howard 
Universi 
tobeeome 
fed .,ral 
fundin 
• 
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Photos by Nikia "the comeback kid" Puyol 
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Sec t i <)tl 
• Aleredith Rowe gives bctch 
lo ehilclren PEOPLEIB2 
Kansas City Sound sere-
nades PULSE/B4 
Blctch scttellite company 
rectches out BUSINESS/B6 
H.U. te1111is team setting out 
to win MEAC SPORTS/BB 
llm,im·ss/lW ,'ittb.•wriJJlio11 l1tt'iluti,m/Jl/J 
Spo rlslllS llilltopit·s!lll:! 
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When he • 1S someone you know 
!£)ate rape on a co{{ege campus: students discuss tlie issue 
By La Chanda Jenkins 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
l)Jlt rape is a hot topic. 
wlhe debate over date rape is 
;X(ll ll.D ugly one. 
~n say the dale rape cri sis 
:ttl«ted. Men complai n date 
, 1'35 created by women who 
,l,) Rirl but cannot handle 1hc 
..,o/ lheir teasing. 
t'tderotc peaks. 
\• 1iclims say. it does not ma1-
-:111e ~oreashon skin. It means 
:;:~ !hat they shared a candle-
. ~rand a stroll through the 
. It doe, not mailer if they 
ll.l a pmiona1e kiss. No , date 
hllOI about miscommu nica-
1rregre1s in the morning over 
·~decision. 
b.ticlim, say. it maners when 
•. fffltsl, say no. and are vio-
~' !brown 10 the bed, pinned 
• l!lipped ofthcirclo1hes, and 
~ In their eyes, date rape is 
tl:ldacrime. 
~ not stop there. 
'.xdJ!e rape debate has reached 
:i.fm rooms of colleges and 
'!Illies across the country. And 
.; -tuden1s, with a cold beer in 
·lriioo and a dorm key in 1hc ir 
..s.are findi ng out what all the 
~is about. 
On Our Campus? 
'.».irding 10 the 1\ merican Col-
Jlliallh Association. I in 4 col-
:,omen has experienced rape 
~ rape, and 84 percent of 
llictims were raped by some-
~~ knew. Many students are 
1
~-1:1awarc of the nu mbers. 
Tm 001 saying there arc none, 
~ere are not many," Chris 
\>!is. a junior majori ng in 
11:t, said 
ldJo:1 know of any problem. 
t re that 1here is," Leonard 
yr' he asked. 
March the 2hl I 
y "golden" year, 
t I ha\'e learned , 
I will be is all 
ID music. 
had an incredible 
that I am alive. that 
everyday is some-
I for. 
that my life "ain:1 
stair." I've taken I I 
AU of what I have 
n surrounded by 
Robinson , a freshma n phys ics 
major. said. 
" I don't think anyone feels it 
cou ld happen 10 them, bu1 it is a real 
concern." Freshman Jamila French, 
a in1erna1ional business major, 
added. 
There haw been four date rapes 
reported on the Universi ty campus 
over the past two years . according 
10 Chief Lawrence Dawson, Di rec-
tor of the Campus Police. One was 
reported this mo111h. Chief Dawson 
has worked with the campus police 
for eight years and has seen •·a grad-
ual increase'' in date rapes. He said 
the University can appreciate "those 
arc no t high numbers ." But he 
expressed concern over the number 
of rapes are act ually reported. 
" Women 1end not to report [date 
rape], so we don'I know how many 
are unreported," he said. 
The Universi ty Counseling Ser-
vice also detects a date rape prob-
lem. 
"We do sec violence among 
romant ic pan ners, acquaintance 
rape and other kinds of violence. 
That does concern us," Dr. Thomas 
Wessel. assoc iate di rector of the 
Unive rs ity Counseling Service, 
said. 
Dr. Wessel said there is an 
increase in "outright assault and 
rape." However, because of a gen-
eral awareness, he said 1here is less 
of a stigma auached on the pan of 
the victim." 
·'Women are now coming for-
ward 10 seek help, as opposed 10 
blaming themselves. That's a good 
sign," he said. 
Are we Aware? 
After hearing the ''alarming sta-
tistics" about date rape in his h~alth 
c lass, Charles Drew Hall Resident 
Assistant S tacy Be1Ty sponsored a 
program in October called "When 
No Means No.'' 
By Hasi11a D. Harvey 
out my 
music. •• L 1 
"Life fragile but free. . . ev~ 
42 has been my favorit~ music 
group since J 985. Their song 
"Something About \'ou" has helped 
me through some of the toughest 
times of my life. 
At 2 a.m. on December 13, 1990 
my grandmother died. Grand as 
only Grandma could be.' she '?Ok 
the house and the dog wnh her m a 
blaze that lit up the cold December 
• •ht I never thought that she 
!:;uld be the "Elderly women that 
" I considered it something nec-
essary to bring 10 the freshman res-
idents," the junior fi lm major said. 
Berry invited a speaker from the 
D.C. Rape Crisis Center 10 discuss 
prevcmive measures and ·the prob-
lem of rape. 
Robinson anended ihe program, 
but was disappoimed when every 
example the speaker used was 
geared 1owards. what he described 
as. ·'hate mcn.'t 
However, he said the program 
was informative. 
"We need more programs on 
communication," he said. 
Berry said th rough his R.A. 
train ing he learned how 10 handle 
certain problems, including date 
rape. 
' ·[ think we have a larger problem 
than we think. We don'I hear 100 
o ften o f date rape and I know 
they're going on,'' he said. 
"Other people have made 
a11emp1s 10 get 1hc word out about 
date rape," he added. 
Berry may be right. 
French, who learned about dale 
rape in her health class, said she wa~ 
outraged when a speaker from 1he 
D.C. Rape Crisis Cemer told her 
class that many times the process of 
reporting a rape discourages women 
10 press charges. 
" I didn't know just how pitiful ii 
was,'' she said. 
French's professor in the Depart· 
mem of Physical Education, Dr. 
Jean White, said many of her Siu• 
dems expressed concerns about date 
rape and suggestions of ''how 1hey 
could build on programs tha1 
already ex ist " 
" I think there's a need for serious 
dialogue and an awareness of dan-
gers,'' she said. "I think the Univer-
sity is trying 10 address 1he prob-
lem.'' 
" Reminders need to be made 
through the year. A lot of people 
think it will never happen 10 them,'' 
she added. 
Who's Fault Is It? 
"I don't feel it's ever the sur-
vi\,or's fault. l feel that people some• 
times make bad choices.'' Kia Chat-
mon, Community Education 
Assistam for the D.C. Rape Crisis 
Cen1er, said. 
Robinson says date rape is not 
always the man's fault either. 
"Some girls will just pul them-
selves in si1ua1ions and they will 
tease," he said. "Some girls like 10 
tease and play games.'' 
·'Some girls might come lO your 
house at three o'clock in the morn-
ing, talking about 'I'm coming by.' 
Coming by for what?" the physics 
major asked. 
r n many date rape cases, 1he 
question of consent becomes more 
important and is thoroughly scruti-
nized. 
"If she says ' no; 1hen that means 
'no ,"' Robinson said. ''There 
shouldn' t be a maybe. it should be 
·yes' or ·no.' That's when you get 
misunderstanding and everything 
starts gelling out of hand." 
' 'No can sometimes mean to a 
guy, ' try harder,"' Berry said . "Peo-
ple need 10 clarify." 
died in an early morning blai.e." 
Life is uuly fragile. The one minute 
you opt not 10 spend time w.ilh 
someone could be their, or even 
your, last minute. 
"You'te not the only one who's 
made mistakes. but they're the only 
things you can truly call your own." 
Billy Joel's words say the most 
about my life. 
It was my choice to date that 
freshman 1,oy. My choice to give 
him a pi~ of me that l will never 
have back tno, not sex). It WjlS'my 
choice to lock myself llWaY spring 
of my freshmen year, It wa., my 
choice not to challenge myself at 
Howard. It was my choice \o not go 
after my personal Hilltopic bandit 
(I didn't out of pity. I didn't know 
where.her "man" was. I just knew 
he wasn't with me. !didn't want his 
The Aftermath 
Many schools have put forth an 
effort 10 raise 1he level of con-
sciousness abou1 date rape. Bui 
when such incidems occur. the 
instinct is 10 handle 1he simation 
quickly and quietly. 
Statist ics show that less than 10 
percem of all rapes are reponed 10 
police and of those r~p-Orted, only 2 
percent of rapists are arrested and I 
percent convicted. 
Chief Dawson said there is •'fair-
ly serious under-reporting' ' and in 
the four dale rapes on campus in the 
past 1wo years. no investigation was 
undergone because the victims 
chose not 10 press charges. 
"Once the victim says 'no,' for-
get it, then everything stops." he 
said. 
He added dale rape carries no 
charge. 
"11 officially doesn't exis1." he 
said. 
Howe,•er. if a victim chooses 10 
press charges. 1he charge is sexual 
assault, which is a felony. 
Many critics add the justice sys-
tem works against rape survivors. 
"11 takes a strong individual to 
pursue all the procedures," While 
said. "Many don't even get report-
ed. Thal 's a huge problem. The 
entire justice system needs 10 be 
sensitive to the needs of women 
and the rights of women.'' 
Prevention 
Citing al most 80 percent of our • 
campus violence involves drugs, 
Chief Dawson said women should 
a,,oid men who abuse alcohol and 
drugs. 
Chatmon agrees. 
"[Alcohol] does change people's 
1hough1 processes. h effects peo-
ple's ab ili ty 10 make 1he right 
choice,'' she said . 
Accordi ng to a tepon by the 
Commission on Substance Abuse al 
Colleges and Universities, the per-
centage of college women who 
dri nk 10 gel drunk has tripled since 
the 1970's. 
"When you bring alcohol imo 
the equation, the chances do 
increase because you're talking 
about a person's ability 10 reason," 
Chatmon said. 
Also, "Know your partner, and 
by 1ha1 I mean avoid compromising 
situations with near strangers,'' 
Dawson said. "Men simply do not 
know the meaning of the word 
'no.'' ' 
sorry . , .OOPS, (that's another 
Reflection). 
It was my choice to do thing.~ 
that in the end proved to ha\'e been 
detrimental. By the grace of God, 
not all the choices were bad: 
There are mam- lo\'e songs out 
there that should describe the way 
I feel about the opposit.: sex today. 
The only song that does my situa-
tion justice was by Yo-Yo. "They're 
dogs dressed a.~ men tryin' to be 
your friend and baby watch 0111,'' 
she said. 
I was 12 when Eric Robert~ 
taught me how to ki~. My friends 
and family told me thatmen had all 
the traits of a dog except loyalty. 1 
have given men plenty of opportu-
nities to be proven wrong. In fact, 
this year it took me two months to 
realize that one of my "friends" 
Chatmon said bo1h male and 
female parties have responsibil ities. 
"She has 1he right 10 say 'no' al 
any point," she said of females. 
Chatmon sa id men have a 
responsibility of "understanding, 
respecting, and hearing 'no· when 
it is said" and ''not trying 10 turn a 
'no· into a maybe.'' 
Help Wanted 
Perhaps 1he mos1 comprehensive 
help available is the D.C, Rape Cri-
sis Ccmer. Chatmon said the cemer 
offers di fferent services including a 
24-hour hotline, a companion ser-
vice, self-defense classes and coun-
seling service. 
"We arc also available 10 go 10 
court," Chatmon said. 
Billy Keen, a rape survivor (a 
term she prefers over victim), works 
four shl fts of volu nteer service for 
the center, said she serves "to relieve 
that initial anx iety." 
' 'M0SI people are initially fright-
ened 10 do anything and press 
charges," Keen said . 
Keen and Chatmon both 
expressed a need for more African-
American volunteers. 
" ll shouldn't mauer, but a 101 of 
times it does mailer 10 [survi,ors].'' 
she said. 
Chaimon added, "It helps a lot of 
times that the person that's 1here for 
me, looks like me." 
Safer Campuses 
The Campus Security Ac1 of 
1990 requires colleges and uni ver-
sities 10 compile data on date rape 
and crimes on campus and publish 
the crime s1a1is1ics yearly 10 enable 
prospective and currcm s1uden1s 10 
make educated judgments about the 
safely of the campus. 
In 1992, 1he law was amended 
and said any college that gets fed-
eral student aid is required to pro-
vide educational programs promot-
ing students· "awareness of rape, 
acquaimance rape and 01her sex 
offenses." 
With the help of these laws. col-
leges across the country are work-
ing 10 make campuses safer. Many 
hop~ 1he University will cominue 
making strides with them. 
French said, " I had no idea that 
just a couple of weeks ago someone 
was raped. ll serves as a reminder 
for me and 01hcrs to stay on guard. 
One never knows who they are 
bringing home." 
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had fteas. Bow•YI()\\: (Incidentally, 
14-year-<>ld Eric had a daughter 
before he turned 15). 
"What about your friends?" 
11,C's words lO question life by. 
"Hasina. People say many 
things about )'OU, Whenever anyone 
need.~ you, you're there." said a 
"friend" to me earlier this semes-
ter. 
This year. I took care of a 
"friend" who got ,·cry ill \ vomiting, 
diarrhea. the whole nine). By the 
time it was over, my apartment 
smelled a, if I had been ill. The next 
week, while doubled over in pain, 
debating on whether or not 10 go 10 
the hospital, my "friend,'' didn't 
"know. show, or care·• what was 
going on with me. I guess that says 
more about my "friends'' then it 
docs me. 
• 
"I can see clearly now, the rain 
is gone." For those of you who 
expected this to be a prai,ing rcll<.-c-
tion of birth, J apologize. TI1is was 
simply a purging. 
You see, not only is every year 
brand new. Everyday is brand new 
to me. Which is why 1 don't stay 
mad too long al people. Which is 
why 1 help those that would not 1 help me the day before. Which is J 
why tht brother that gave me the 
ro~c, Sunday night stands a chanet!. 
This is why I wake-up e\,:ry morn-
ing instead of choosing not to. 
As I prepare to cmer m)' 21st 
year, I have some new songs to 
learn. I've been "California 
Dreamin"' about a law school for a 
while. 
So, 10 answer his question, yes, 
I am happy, 
March 17, 1995 
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Meridith Rowe, giving back to the childre 
Big Brother I S ister director learns teaching kids is her calling 
Rolonda," Rowe said. caring, dedicated and like family." attending college. The idea and 
goal had been planted and ingrained 
in her mind by her parents, who 
instilled the same values in her two 
biological, younger sisters. 
.. 
By Rashida Syed 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Meredith Rowe, 21, bas been a 
student for almost I 6 academic 
school years. Beginning her 
education at Howard University as 
a freshman in 199 1. the elementary 
education major is currently a 
graduating senior. But Rowe 
attributes one of the most important 
things she has learned throughout 
her stay here to children. 
"They have taught me so much. 
Working with the children has 
really helped me to grow. I believe 
they teach me . more than I teach 
them because they're so inspiring. 
They've taught me about love, life 
and living," she said. 
Rowe is presently the director of 
Howard University's Student 
Cluster Big Brother/Big Sister 
program, and deservedly so. She 
has been a member of the 
mentorship program almost since 
she set foot on the..University's 
campus in October, 199 1 . At the 
time, there were approximately 15-
20 members participating in 
HUSCBB/S. But the low 
membership did not hinder Rowe. 
She was determined to be involved 
in the organization she had become 
interested in as a senior in high 
school, but was never old enough to 
join. By her sophomore year, she 
was a placement coordinator and by 
the close of second semester, the 
HUSCBB/S membership had risen, 
according to Rowe, to 
approximately 300 members. 
Rowe said she is drawn to 
programs like HUSCBB/S because 
of her love of ldds and her desire to 
teach and reach out to the 
community. 
"All the )(jds at Bruce Monroe 
[ elementary school] are l ike 
brothers and sisters to me,'· she 
said. "Even the teachers there are 
Interested students attend an 
orientation session where they fi II 
out an application and learn more 
about HUSCBB/S. Then they 
contact a placement coordinator 
and are matched with a little brother 
c-r sister from either Bruce Monroe 
or K. Lewis Elementary Schools, 
both located in Northwest D.C. 
Volunteers serve as mentors and 
tutors and are required to spend at 
least two hours per week in the 
schools with their little brothers or 
sisters. However, many volunteers 
extend more of their time during the 
week and during weekend 
activities, hosted by HUSCBB/S 
that are educational, build self-
esteem and strengthen the bond 
between their "siblings." 
Unfortunately, though 
-I HUSCBB/S boasts over 300 
participants, today there is still a 
Jack of male volunteers. Rowe 
CJCpressed her concern about this 
lack of gender diversity. 
"Often, in the classrooms, all 
the girls will be paired with a big 
sister and only a few of the boys will 
have big brothers. [Male children] 
need positive role models. They get 
to see the Black men who are 
celebrities and the Black men in 
j ail. But they don't see the guys 
who are going to college, in the 
library, doing something, wor)(jng 
hard," she explained. 
However, Rowe has not been 
able to figure out why there are so 
few males willing to get involved in 
HUSCBB/S. She hopes to increase 
the number of male volunteers by 
targeting all-male organizations and 
dormi tories. 
" I think sometimes that working 
with children is viewed as a 
motherly th ing, and so many 
teachers are women. It may have 
something to do with the way guys 
are raised. But the bottom line is we 
don't have enough," she said. 
Hailing from what she calls a 
··multicultural area'' of Seatt le, 
Wash., where she was raised by 
"two loving parents." Rowe knew at 
a young age that she would be 
Now that she is quickly 
approaching graduation and has 
"made it," Rowe feels that it is her 
duty to help those who are less 
fortunate than her. 
"I want to give something back, 
especially to the chi ldren who will 
not get that chance or think that they 
don't have a chance," she said. "It's 
important for Black college 
students to extend themselves. As 
you're moving up, you should turn 
around and pull somebody up with 
you," she said. 
Rowe takes pride in the strong 
relationships she has formed with 
her little sisters Ashley, 7, and 
Rolonda, 5, through HUSCBB/S. 
She admits she has a very different 
relationship with both girls. 
"We spend a lot of time together. 
But I take them out separately. 
Ashley comes from a really good 
family. She's academically on the 
top of her cla.ss. I like Ashley more 
and more everyday. But she's not a 
challenge when compared to 
" [Ro londa's) parents are to children and determiaej 
separated and ... she's from a less let anything get in the~ 
stable environment," she said. goals. 
"Th:y're both great kids." Her immediate plq 
Smee she was six, Rowe has graduation is to enter 
dreamed of becoming _an school at the Unive~ 
elementary school teacher. Luc)(jly, eventually attain a seco._i 
she got an early start. She began 
tutoring "at risk" children while in 
high school in Seattle. 
Rowe is current ly a student 
teacher for more than 32 children. 
She is also a resident assistant in the 
Bethune Hall dormitory, a job she 
refers to as an "extra challenge," 
because all her residents are 
freshman girls. However, she tries 
to increase their involvement in the 
community by hosting trips to feed 
the homeless, and by incorporating 
HUSCBB/S into her residential 
activities. 
She is also a member of Kappa 
Delta Pi Honor Society, Golden 
Key National Honor Society. and 
was featured in the 1994 edition of 
Who's Who Among Students in 
American Univers ities and 
Colleges. 
Rowe describes herself as 
someone who is outgoing, friendly, 
'That's how much I 
Howard," Rowe said. " 
almost every minute of ill 
about the hassles of • 
and financial aid; I'm used 
red tape. But I've had 
professors. You have to 
registration and look at 
what it is. Administratioa 
represent Howard.'' 
Rowe's long term goal· 
teaching elementary sc 
in the fall of I 996. 
··1 decided some time 
wanted to stay in D.C. • 
People say it's unsafe he 
important to get invol~ 
the surrounding commllllilJ 
the perfect place to be a 
a two-way street. They 
you, but you inevitably 
from the children as welt• 
VITAL STATISTICS 
Name: Meredith R owe 
Age: 21 
Hometown: S eattle, Washington 
Major: Education 
Words of Wisdom: "A s you move up, tur 
around and pull someone up with you." 
-
Dr. Ian Isidore Sniart finds co1nfort at Ho-ward 
Spanish professor uses wisdom from world travels in classroom 
BY. Rashida Syed 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
A bright eyed boy of 11, Jan 
Isidore S"mart traveled from Port-
of-Spain, Trinidad to New York for 
a three month vacation with his 
mother, father and four of bis 12 
brothers and sisters. New York 
fasci11ated the young boy. It was the 
first time he had seen row houses 
big buildings and television. The 
visit shaped Smart 's adolescence 
and had a lasting impact. 
"From then on, I wanted to leave 
whenever I went home. I had this 
desire that, according to Derek 
Walker, everyone had 'to get off the 
rock.' However, my desire was more 
intense because I'd been off that 
rock," Smart. a professor of Spanish 
in the Department of Modern 
Languases at Howard University, 
said of tits inspirational trip to New 
York 
Smart 's father was a chief state 
solicitor for the colonial 1linidadian 
government and his mother was a 
school teacher. Since Smart's father 
was a government official, he 
received a six month leave with 
pay and a travel grant to go to 
England. However, he chose-New 
"But I'm still here because I renew 
my optimism each year. I find the 
University to be culturally, 
emotionally and socially insp iring. I 
distinguish those individuals who 
make my stay worthwhile from the 
University's administration which is 
hopelessly incompetent." 
-Dr. Ian Isidore Smart 
York, because he wanted to visit his 
mother and brothers. 
And, fortunately for Smart, he 
did. 
Thereafter, Smart was inspired 
to dream. He dreamt of getting on 
a ship and traveling to metropolitan 
cities. These were the very dreams 
that led Smart on his journey into 
adulthood. 
At the age of I 8, Smart took a 
ship to Engl and. He finished high 
school at a Roman Catholic 
institution. It was there he decided 
he wanted to become a priest. His 
interest in the Catholic religion led 
him to Ireland to enter a monastery, 
where he studied for four years' 
two of which were devoted to 
familiarization with the spiritual 
life. The ·last two years Smart 
studied philosophy, which was 
required by al! stuaents who desired 
to become pnests. 
"[Ireland) was another world," 
Smart said. "Ireland is very green 
and lush yet very dreary. After a few 
months I settled down, but it was 
studying, the intellectual aspect, 
that sattsfied me. It took me five 
years to realize that I wasn't ready 
for the priesthood," he said. 
Smart began his higher 
education at the University College 
in Dublin, Ireland. He earned a 
bachelor's degree and honors in 
Spanish and French, in I 968. In 
1970, he went on to get a Master's 
degree in Spanish from the 
National Autonomous University 
of Mexico in Mexico City. 
·•t wanted to go to a country that 
spoke the language. And I wanted 
to get out of curope so I went away 
from my French studies. although 
French was my fi_rst interest." he 
said. 
Immediately afterwards, Smart 
headed back to his homeland of 
Trinidad, where he began teaching 
French, Spanish and nistory at a 
local high school. He said since he 
was only 18 years old when he left, 
getting re-adj usted to life in 
Trinidad was an experience that 
took about five months. 
"This was my first time going 
back and it was difficult to get back 
into the rhythm of Trinidad. I didn't 
have anyone to hang out with. It 
took time to bu ild up a circle of 
friends." he said. 
Eventually, Smart began 
applying to several universities. He 
finally accepted a teaching assistant 
(>OSi tion at the University of 
California at Los Angeles, from 
which he graduated and received 
his Ph.D. in Spanish. 
Smart wanted to return to 
Trin idad, but he found it very 
difficult to obtain a job. 
"Their attitude was you have left 
us and enjoyed yourself, so whr, 
come back and expect to work, ' 
Smart said. 
His first job after he graduated 
from UCLA was at the University 
of Arkansas as an associate 
professor in the Department of 
Foreign Languages. President Bill 
Clinton was also teaching at the 
University during the I 976-1977 
school_year. Although he never met 
him. Smart recalled many who 
were very impressed with Clinton 
and his work. 
Smart came to teach as an 
associate professor in the 
Department of Modern Languages 
at Howard in I 977. He chose this 
University because he said, "I 
wanted to be with my people.'' 
That dream, however, turned 
into a nightmare almost 
immediately. 
"I couldn't believe what I saw-
the ineffic iencies. the 
discourteousness, the back-
stabbing, the d ilapidated plant 
which was woli5ening." he said of 
the University. 
''But I'm still here because I 
renew my optimism each year. I 
find t_he University to be culturally, 
emotionally and socially inspiring. 
I distinguish those individuals who 
make my stay worthwhile from the 
University's admi nistration which 
is hopelessly incompetent," Smart 
said. 
Like many, Smart is concerned 
with the many changes tam 
at the University. But 111\l. 
concerns are directed at thci 
behind the changes. 
'"The University is oncl 
best hopes for African~ 
world. I won't let the 
chase me away. I may be 
I'll keep fighti ng;· he said ] 
Smart encourages e, 
purchase his first book of 
"Sanni Mannitae: A Tull I 
Our Times." The book foal 
a year in the life of a man l 
challenges witl1 his wife 
teaches at an historicall f 
college which is going 
trials and tribulations. 
the book is very similar to 
own life, he insistS it is only 
"It's not about Howard. 'II 
I don't wan t to get fi l 
laughed. 
Of all of his accomp · f 
Smart prides him 
maintaining his integrity 
to himself and his roots. 
Smart stated. "I've 
African-centered in de 
being a successful scho 
Spanish language literal 
r 
1 
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VITAL STATISTICS 
Name: Ian Isidore Smart l 
t Age: 50 
Hometown: Port-of-Spain, Trinidad j ~ 
Profess ion: Professor of Spanish, Vice Preside 
and Founder of the Afro Hispanic Institute. 
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TO RESIDENTS & VISITORS 
IN UNIVERSITY-HOUSING 
ANY VIOLATION OF 
THE PROHIBITION ON 
I 
-WEAPONS& 
ILLEGAL DRUGS 
WILL RESULT IN 
IMMEDIATE 
EVICTION AND/OR ARREST 
IN THE INTEREST OF EVERYONE'S HEALTH 
&SAFETY 
OFFICE OF,RESIDENCE LIFE 
& 
CAMPUS POLICE 
RSVP IS COMING! RSVP IS COMING! 
(ROOM SELECTION AND VERIFICATION PLAN) 
WHERE WILL YOU LIVE NEXT YEAR? 
d.~ • 
•;
1
~
0
: Last year more than 70% of RSVP participants received their first choice. 
le~ ' 
;es on {: Undergraduate students in University Housing will receive information and 
~:t fonns from March 17 to March 18 in hall of residence. , . 
n1art's 
ictiOO, 
~.e: Non-resident undergraduate students may pick-up RSVP information and 
:,::~ fonns in the Office of Residence Life on l\!Iarch 17_ and March 20. Forms 
,ained must be turned in no later than 4:00 p.m. March 20. · 
ite of 
!" me The RSVP drawings will be in Tubman Quadrangle on Tuesday, March 21, starting at 
9 ' ' 
:15 a.m. 
Howard Plaza Towers undergraduate residents will also have an opportunity to state 
fueir preferences for East Tower (under ~urrent arrangeme?ts) or West Towers 
(residence hall arrangements). Information and forms available at the Towers on 
March 17 and 18. 
S100 payment is due on April 3 to confirm tentative 
assignment or waiting list position. 
Office of Residence Life 
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Black or white: living life on the color lin, 
Gregory Howard Williams discovered that he was Black at age 10 
., , 
., • {I 
colored," Williams added. 
Such a rapid transpl~ 
new environment did ~I 
easy. The boys· father ~ By Miguel Burke Hilltop Staff Writer 
Imag ine growing up in 
segregated Virgi nia as a young 
White boy and finding out that you 
are Black at the age of ten. From 
that point on, life becomes an 
unexpected, exasperating, spiraling 
series of painful twists and turns. 
To most Americans this sounds 
like one of the worst nightmares 
imaginable. But this possible 
nightmare became a reality for 
Gregory )'loward Williams. 
And Williams discusses this 
experience in an autobiographical 
account entitled, "Life On The 
Color Line: The True Story of A 
White Boy Who Discovered That 
He Was Black." 
••• - #-.,,,
, . 
. , -. 
" 
the laws of survival 10 In;' I 
lndiana as Black childreri:"1 
'"Colored families lht~ 
side of Madison . . . crac~ 
other. Stay out of there, the 
fi nd you're colored and 
the hell out of you! You 
careful here [Black side) j 
the coloreds don't like h~ 
either,"' he recalled. 
The realization was difflt 
Williams to accept, at firsi. 
"An electrical charse • 
through my body," he said. 1 
before had I thought of lll)1II 
half breed." 
And their father wasr 
because the children weRI 
means fuUy accepted by Ill: 
side of t.he family tree. 
Williams said his /!, 
told her son, ··You'd thmk a& 
UniversitY, nigga would be 
than that.' 
Willams grew up as one of 
several children in Virginia during 
the I 950's born 10 a White mother 
and a Black father. Atan early age, 
he knew he and his brother Michael 
were different. But because their 
father was able to pass for White, 
they did not truly know how 
different they were. 
Gregory Howard WIiiiams: "Never before had I thought of myself as a hall breed." 
my brother. ' Do you remember 
Miss Sally?' Miss Sally was a tall . 
thin Black woman, who had 
mysteriously drifted in and out of 
our lives," stressed the author. 
'" 'I ain't got no room b 
little peckerwoods in my 
ain't got no room up here -
crowoed,' " said Willia111 
renection. 
are going to treat you differently." 
It was at that moment that this 
young " Black" boy understood. 
"I knew that life was going to be 
different," he said. 
This shocking infor mation 
would lead to a definite change in 
this young boy's 1ive. 
At one point, Wiltiams 1ived in 
an afnuent section of town where 
his father owned a lucrative 
business that catered to the White 
residents. However. hard times fell 
upon his fami ly and his father lost 
his business. Soon afler, his mother 
and father separated and he and his 
brother Michael ended up staying 
with their father. 
The family breakup resulted in 
the bank ruptcy of his father's 
business. And after formi ng a 
dependency on alcohol, the 
children's father sent William to 
live with his mother - but not 
before telling them a little about 
their family fiistory, 
"He [ my father] asked me and 
'"Well , that 's my mother and 
that's your grandmother.' And that 
means, using the vernacular of that 
ti me, I' m co lored, and you're 
Although Williams has 
many hardships, his story 
happy ending. He is now 
to a white woman and has a 
Currently. he is the Dean a 
State University College of 
" In Vir_gmia, you were White 
boys. But m Indiana, vou're going 
to be colored boys. Now I want 
you to understand tha1 you're not 
any different today, then you were 
yes terday," Williams said in 
reference to the conversation with 
his father. "But in Indiana. people 
New quartet 
puts 'love' back 
in love songs 
History of Black music, culture 
inspires celebrities to help youtl 
famous poem, ··And Still I Rise." wedding and is now prepari( Ar 
Kansas City Original Sound: "We are men who care and sing 
the songs ,from the bottom of our hearts." 
By Awanya 0. Anglin 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Just when the ladies might have 
thought men -·had complete ly 
stopped serenading their S()ecial 
ones with sensual ballads of true 
and honest love, new canting RCA 
recordi ng group Kansas City 
Original Sound emerged to prove 
the love songs of the rhythm and 
blues era are not dead. 
The R&B group consists of four 
men: 20-year-old Steven "JYNX" 
Yancy, 19-year-old Adrian "A+" 
Washinliton, 18-year-old Keith 
"SHUG Murrell and 18-year-old 
Marlin "MAN MAN" Hatcher. 
And their debut album, K-
OTIC, is filled with posi tive 
messages and attitudes towards 
women. 
"Women are often dissed by 
artists. We want women to feel 
important. We are men who care 
ancl sing the songs from the bottom 
of our nearts," Washington said. 
Hatcher agreed. 
"lf it weren't for women, we 
wouldn't be here,'' he added. 
Kansas City Original Sound (K-
OS), all of whom happen to be 
cousins, also stressed the 
importance of keeping God in their 
lives, for they thank Him for 
bestowing them with such talents. 
"By utilizing the talents that 
God gave us, it makes us feel good. 
We know that everything comes 
together,'' Yancy said. · 
And the group's talents have 
already led to a performance on 
Black Entertainment Tulevision's 
· acclaimed "Then Summit " 
But has K-OS's newfound 
success affected their personality? 
Each member's nickname seems 
to speak for itself. 
"l am a ladies man. I love 
women. I tell them what they want 
to hear. I touch them the way they 
like to be touched," Yancy, 
ni_cknamed "JYNX," explained 
with assurance. "I treat them like 
they want to be treated." 
Hatcher, who is known as 
"MAN MAN," said he got this 
label because of his singing 
abilities. 
"My voice doesn't match my 
appearance. When people hear me 
sing and look at me [and my 
physique] , it is hard for them to 
believe that pitch of voice comes 
from me," he said. 
"SHUG," whose real name is 
Murrell, got his nickname because 
of his love for boxing. 
"When I was ten-years old, they 
used to call me 'Little Sugar Ray 
Leonard' because of the way I 
boxed. I still plan to win a 11tle 
belt," Murrell said. 
Washington is named "A+" 
because of his determination and 
initiative. 
"I give a little extra in all I do," 
Washington said. 
While the group is taking some 
time out to pursue their careers in 
the entertainment industry, they still 
have plans to attend colfege m the 
future. 
"As soon as we make enough 
money with our singing, we plan to 
go back 10 co llege," Yancy 
reiterated. 
Yancy, Murrell and Washington 
plan to major in music, while 
Hatcher plans to focus on a career 
in zoology. 
" Don't get me wrong. 1 still plan 
to stay wi th mus ic but 1 like 
working with animals," Hatcher 
stated. 
Although they are undecided 
about which colleges they would 
like to attend, some choices include 
Southern University, Grambling 
Kansas Univers ity and the 
University of Missouri. 
. As for the time being, they are 
JUSl determmed to succeed and 
keeP, up. their good working 
relat1onsb1p. 
"We can have attitudes and fight, 
but no matter what happens, we 
cannot forget the fact that we are 
fam,l}I" stressed Yancy. ''We wiU be 
and are still related after the fight.'' 
~:OS_ is now anxiously 
ant1c1patmg the release of "Baby 
It's On" on March 20. 
Yancy, Murrell , Hatcher and 
Washington are setting out to be a 
precedent group for all lo admi re. 
"We are a group of Black men 
doing something positive," Hatcher 
said. 
By Awanya 0. Anglin 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Hundreds of people packed into 
Howard University's Cramton 
Auditorium recently to listen to the 
voices of Lola Falana, Jennifer 
Holliday and Richard Smallwood, 
in celebration of the ·'Black Music 
& the Civil Rights Movement 
Concert." 
Conceived. wr itten and 
produced by Curtis King, founder 
of the concert's sponsor - the 
Junior Black Academy of Arts and 
Letters, Inc. - the organization is 
dedicated 10 exposing the public to 
the importance and significance of 
Black art. 
., ''The organization consists of a 
multiple of talents - dance, visual 
arts, film. television and others. 
The purpose is 10 perpetuate the 
arts," King said. "We want to 
inform and educate through the 
arts:• 
King bel ieves that programs 
such as the "Black Music & Civil 
Rights Movement Concert'" are key 
Curtis King 
to informing the African-American 
communities of their history. 
"Many people do nol understand 
that we are where we are today 
because of our ancestors. We are 
r iding on the backs of our 
ancestors," he said. "U we can't do 
that (inform Blacks about their 
history], then we have lost our 
purpose." 
In this constant struggle against 
prejudicial injustices, King added 
that both the conscious and non-
conscious man plays an important 
role. 
"You have those who are 
conscious - I define conscious as 
taking action and doing something 
about the prejudices that exist today. 
Then you have others that really 
don't care," King said. 
But those such as House of 
Representatives Congressman 
Walter Tucker, III care. Tucker 
echoed Kiogs' bel ief that knowing 
one's Black history makes the 
Black community stronger. 
"Young Black ad ults must 
remember that we are descendants 
of kings and queens. They must 
remember their roots. One will gain 
pride, strength and nurmri ng by 
understanding one's roots," Tucker 
insisted. "However, one can never 
say that they know all about Black 
history." 
Tucker has been so inspired by 
the Junior Black Academy of Arts 
and Letters, Jnc., that he plans to 
help expand King's organization. 
''I plan to support this project. I 
also plan to politically expose this 
project and hopefull y get it 
affi liated with the Black Caucus," 
Tucker said. 
However, Tucker was by no 
means the only celebrity guest who 
gave King and his organization 
such strong support. The star-
studded concert also spotlighted 
prominent entertainment figures 
such as Lola Falana, Richard 
Smallwood, Jennifer Holliday and 
Billy Preston. 
King said these well-known 
African Americans participated in 
the event because of their strong 
dedication to teaching others about 
their heritage. 
"I picked Lola. Jennifer and 
Richard because they are very good 
friends of mine. 1 have worked with 
them before. They are professional 
and l knew that they would do a 
good jQb," he said. 
And professionalism definitely 
showed in' these artists' work. 
Holliday had the audience standing 
on their feet as she sang her 
renditions of tbe gospel l\y.m.ns, 
"I've Got Something This World 
Can't Toke Away,'' "Precious Lord" 
and "My Country Tis of Thee." 
Performer Falana continued to 
dazzle the audience with a 
reci tation o f Maya Angelou's 
With a slight change of pace, 
Congressman Tucker discussed the 
many prominent figures - Martin 
Luther King, Jr., Malcolm X, 
Medgar Evers, Madame C.J. 
Walker and Rosa Parks - who 
made a significant impact during 
Lola Falana 
the civil rights struggle. 
The event climaxed with a IOO-
voice choir, directed by alumnus 
Richard Smallwood, sang "Gonna 
Be Free One Day," "Oh Freedom" 
and "Woke up This Morning With 
My Mind On Freedom.'' All of the 
songs performed were symbolic of 
the ci vii rights movement. 
"I grew up during the civil rights 
movement. In fact I was a student 
at Howard University when [Martin 
Luther] King was killed," 
Smallwood said. 
Smallwood. who also directs the 
Youth Ensemble Fellowship Choir 
at the Metrapolitan Baptist Church 
in the Northwest section of the 
District, added that through such 
remembrancq of Black history, it's 
necessary to keep the Almighty in 
one's heart and mind. 
"It is through Christ that all 
things are possible. No matter what 
the situation is. it is always 
important to have Christ in your 
life," the Grammy award winner 
said. "Y<mr goals-cannot be reached 
without him." 
And this gospel artist's goals are 
not on the back burner. He recently 
found t ime to perform at 
comedian/actor Martin Lawrence's 
a European tour. 
But Smal lwood, who II th. 
co-narrator duri ng the press a, 
was not the only one perir A, 
this task. of 
ActreSS, singer, and now It 
Lola Falana, was also a c~ of 
during the concert. A, 
According to Falana.,. 
does offer young people te~ = 
they should stay focused em <J<» 
do what they know is right ~ 
·'When I addr~s young ~ 
I say to them, 'You kno11 i 
They do not have to live inai=--
sin,'' she said. ii 
And Falana, who recen...:"'7""-
at the Howard University 
Divinit y, plans to cc 
spreading her message b~ 
at Grambling State Uni 
this month. 
Overall, the colla~ 
between these artists p~ 
an emotional event for 
members such as Hil 
PremDas. 
"The show was just) 
made me tearfu l at 
PremDas, who is of East 
descent, said. " I only 
regret - it was a short s 
il certainly was soul sti · 
And Nur isha Rush, 1 
majoring in chemical en · 
said the I 00-member 
performance was e~ 
powerful and inspirational t, 
" It reall y inspired me.' 
said. " It gave me shivers iJ 
down my spine," Rush sai4l:i] 
I The HILLTOP congratulates I 
Ravi Howard I 
m 
1995-96 Yearbook Editor I 
m 
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presents a new play by 
Milton o. McGinty 
where for gotten things belong 
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PREVUES on March 21 - 23 at 8:00 P.M. 
TICKETS - $5.00 & $10.00 
March 24-April 15 
Fridays and Saturdays at 8:00 PM • Sundays at 7:00 PM 
11ckets: s I s.00 • Seniors/students: s 13.00 
1ickets on sale at all 11cketMaster outlets (including Hecht's and Kemp Mill Records) 
and at the lakoma Theater. 4th and Butternut Sts .. N.W. 
• 
For -reservations call TicketMaster at (202) 432-SEAT 
For ticket information call (202) 882-7600 
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JESSICA LANGE 
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